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GOVERNMENT OF QUEBEC 

COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY INTO THE ADMINISTRATION 

OF JUSTICE ON CRIMINAL AND PENAL MATTERS 

IN QUEBEC 

Jo hiD 2xcellenclj 
THE LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR IN COUNCIL 

May it please your excellency 

We, the Commissioners, appointed a Commission of Enquiry by virtue of 
Order-in-Council 125, dated January 24, 1967, as amended by Orders
in-Council, 1486 dated June 2, 1967, 1395 dated May 15, 1968, and 1868 
dated June 28, 1968, under authority onhe Act Respecting Commissions of 
Enquiry, to study the problems relating to the application of the criminal 
and penal laws in this Province, to make enquiries for this purpose, to 
report its views and opinions, and to make recommendations for measures 
to be taken to assure a greater protection for citizens and their property, 
as well as a greater efficiency in the fight against crime with all due respect 
to the fundamental rights of the individual, 
HAVE THE HONOR TO PRESENT TO YOUR EXCELLENCY THE 
FIRST PART OF OUR REPORT WHICH UNDER THE TITLE 
« CRIME, JUSTICE AND SOCIETY» OUTLINES THE FUNDAMEN
TAL PRINCIPLES OF A NEW SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME. 
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INTRODUCTION 

ABSENCE OF A GLOBAL CONCEPT (1-2) 

l. In this first part of its report, the Commission sets forth the funda
mental principles which should g.uide the legislator and the administrator in 
the reform of the administration of justice on criminal and penal matters in 
the Province of Quebec. In other sections of the report, the Commission 
will endeavour to indicate the specific solntions and remedies; this intro
duction is limited to an overall examination of the problems. A detailed 
study of our system of justice has convinced this Commission of the need to 
formulate a general policy which, woven into the entire system, would guide 
the various services with a uniform philosophy. 

In developing this policy the Commission is motivated by one basic 
thought: the respect of the fundamental rights of the individual, without 
losing sight of the need to intensify the fight against crime. 

Thus, the Commission has worked within the mandate given by the 
Lieutenant-Governor-in-Couicil, which seeks «recommendations for measu
res to be taken to assure a greater protection for citizens and their property 
as well as a greater efficiency in the fight against crime, with all due respect 
to the fundamental rights of human beings ». 

2. Reference should he made here to «The Report on Prison Escapes» 
completed by the Commission September 5, 1968 and published October 25, 
1968. The enquiry was carried out at the request of the Minister of Justice 
following the spectacular escapes, which took place during April and May 
of that year. That report which should be considered as an annex to the final 
report of the Commission dealt with a specific problem, and the recommen
dations made, were related entirely to the security measures and procedures 
to be observed in the transfer of dangerous criminals. The Commission also 
pointed out the need to reorganize certain sections of the Department of 
Justice to minimize the possibility of dangerous criminals escaping in the 
future. This special report should not be considered as a study of our entire 
prison pollcy. 
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From now on the Commission is not dealing with special or exceptional 
cases requiring individual treatment; the effort will be concentrated on the 
global problem of the Province of Quebec administration of criminal and 
penal justice. 

In the course of its work, the Commission has frequently noted that in 
the Province of Quebec the administration of criminal and penal justice is 
marking time in its fight against crime, and meanwhile, the need to respect 
individual and social rights is frequently overlooked. 

Various elements concerned with the administration of justice function 
and act as though there were no reason for any of them to consider themselves 
as part of a unified and coordinated system. 

These are some of the factors which call for an overall basic philosophy. 

1 - DISPARITIES OF INTENTION (3) 

3. In the absence of a general policy, many of those who form part of our 
system of justice arbitrarily assume the authority to determine the objectives 
and the procedures to be followed; e.g., the Crown prosecutor who believes 
that it is his duty to win cases; tl1e policeman who is not satisfied unless the 
judge hands down lengthy prison sentences; the judge who believes it ne
cessary to give exemplary sentences. Similarly, one Minister of Justice, may 
encourage punitive measures by budgeting large sums for the construction 
of maximum security institutions, while negligible amounts are made available 
for the development of other institutions and of probation services, and a 
succeeding Minister may decide to follow an entirely different policy. It is not 
surprising that there is such a lack coordination in the administration of jus
tice ; without a conscious orientation adapted to the needs of our society, 
different attitudes and interpretations exist within the same framework; and 
changing perspectives can succeed each other according to expediency or the 

pressures of the moment. 
It is understandable, that a system can be modified following a serious 

evaluation, and that the changes made, reflect the wishes of society. For one 
philosophy to replace another, as a result of a true assessment of the needs 
of individuals and society, makes sense. But if an administration allows itself 
to be permeated by internal conflicts, and instinctive and uncoordinated think
ing, therein lies serious danger. 

The establishment of a sound correctional policy does not require all 
the sectors of the administration of justice to play the "arne role. It is es
sentially a matter of having the various elements, thinking and acting in a 
coordinated manner, with definite basic purposes in mind, to achieve a 

coherent system. 
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2 - ANTAGONISMS (4) 

4. ~hrough its system of administering justice a society endeavours to find 
the pomt o~ balance between, respect of individual rights, and the protection 
of tl:e publIc. In the .ab.s~nce of an overall philosophy, the possibility of ba
lancl11g the two are dlmll11shed because each of the various sectors has a dif
ferent understanding of, and attitude to, the relationship between the indivi
dual and society. Differences of this kind are only one step removed from 
antagonisms. 

. A judicial system must show itself to be quick, efficient, humane and 
wlth?ut. bias or prejudice. Above all, it must give the citizen full enjoyment 
of Ius lIberty, and the certainty of obtaining justice without regard to lan
guage, colour, creed or fortune. 

Unfortunately, our system has a deep-rooted bias towards repression, 
rather than rehabilitation; favouring preventive arrest rather than the free
dom of the citizen; emphasizing procedure rather than rights. In our country, 
very few, other than the defencp lawyers, some judges, and organizations 
devoted to. ~he .protection of civil rights in the domain of prevention, support 
and reha~ll~tatlOn have taken the trouble to question the traditional image 
of the cnmmal; and to realize that a gUilty person is also a citizen, who 
sooner or later must be remotivated or rehabilitated. 

N?t only are there clashes between individuals, but antagonisms between 
professIOnal groups have been noticed. Lawyers for the defence, and Crown 
prosecu~ors frequently deal with a case as though personal triumph is of 
greater Importance than the acquittal of the innocent, or the rehabilitation of 
tl~e guilt~ ~er~on. Similarly, the police liave come to consider the propagan
dists of cIvIl nghts, as more dangerous than criminals. At the level of judges, 
certain of them appear to believe that prison sentences are the best deterrents 
while others have confidence in probationary measures. ' 

Such antagonisms are explained to some extent by the differences in 
~he temperament and training of the individuals. On the other hand, justice 
~s poorly served if the public notices inexplicable disparities, in the penalties 
nnposed, and in the reasons for arrest, imprisonment and release. 

3 - INSTINCTIVE DECISIONS (5-8) 

5. All too often the police, Crown prosecutors and judges make decisions 
which are irrational and purely emotional, and unrelated to a human evalua
tion of the delinquent; often ready to justify them by specious arguments, 
weighing the interest of the individual against the security of society. 

Other societies taking the opposite view have, for some time, endea
voured to evaluate in a rational nianner, the effectiveness of decisions made 
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by the police, the courts ana prison authorities. They have ceased to believe 
implicitly in the value of punishL1ent, in the deterrent effect of long sentences, 
and in rehabilitation through intimidation. They have compared the cost and 
effect of arrests, imprisonment, probation and parole; and their studies and 
evaluations have resulted in the development of a different judicial policy and 
a new correctional system. Fortunately, the science of evaluation has justified 
humanitarian solutions and invalidated purely repressive techniques. 

In brief, most modern societies, faced with criminal behaviour, now ask 
themselves where they have gone wrong, and resolutely set themselves the 
task of offering delinquents better opportunities, and more substwtial hope, 
for reintegration into society. 

6. In the absence of a defined philosophy, instinct and emotiona1 reactions 
are dominant. The lack of an overall concept results in thousands of em
ployees in the system of justice often finding themselves without guidelines or 
directives; with resulting insecurity and on occasion, even panic. Under such 
conditions it is evident that the most conservative decisions are taken, and 
the trend is to a continuation of repressive, rather than humanitarian, treat
ment. 

The essential therefore, is not only to recommend formula! and re
medies, but to give the system of criminal and penal justice a new concept. 
Judicial procedures can be speeded up, and this would be a considerable im
provement, but it is more important to instill in the citizens the feeling that 
everything is operating with the purpose of giving each person the considera
tion to which he is entitled. Each of the elements participating in the system 
should act in accordance with an overall policy in such a manner that anta
gonisms and hostilities will cease, and that impuls~ve decisions no longer will 
be the rule of the day. 

It is not a simple matter to establish a general policy with regard to jus
tice. However, visits to other countries, and many interviews with specialists, 
have convinced the Commission that it is possible to establish a number of 
fundamental objectives which each of the various elements should endeavour 
to attain. 

7. If Quebec, which strives for international recognition wants to play the 
part of a developed nation, at least in the realm of justice, it must put an end 
to the antagonisms between the Crown prosecutor and the defence lawyer; 
between the police forces and the organizations devoted to the defence of 
civil rights; between the judges who believe in exemplary sentences, and 
those who place the emphasis on the rehabilitation of the accused. These an
tagonisms cannot be eliminated by merely issuing and order to do so, but 
rather by fully evaluating our present system, and by comparing it with other 
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systems, so as to establish our administration of justice on the basis of reason, 
and of effective social action. 

8. Disparities of purpose, artificial antagonisms and compUlsive or emo
tional decisions show quite clearly that Quebec does not have a general po
licy in the matter of justice. If the Province ever had one, it has become so 
confused, vague and inadequate, that each person can interpret it in his 
own manner and determine for himself, in an individual and unpredictable 
manner, his role in the administration of justice. 

By way of clarification: the establishment of a general correctional po
licy does not mean that anyone element of the administration of justice will 
play a role similar to that of another; nor that all delinquents will receive 
the same treatment. 

It is not a question of substituting for the present disparity of sentences 
and treatment, a standardization of such a nature, that two different delin
quents will be treated in exactly the same manner. 

The Commission's hope is that the entire judicial and correctional sys
tem will be permeated with the same ideals and purpose, and that all will work 
towards the same goal, ready to modify their attitudes for exceptional cases. 
It is not inconsistent for a policeman, Crown prosecutor or a judge to make 
decisions adapted to the individuals concerned, but it is inadmissible that any 
official should constantly make decisions which are unduly severe, while a 
confrere, charged with similar functions, shows himself to be consistently tol
erant. In short, eliminate the emotional reaction without substituting a mech
anical procedure. 
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I - THE CONSEQUENCES 

9. This absence of a general policy creates many difficulties. Certain of 
these are immediately noticeable, while others emerge following a detailed 
analysis. Altogether these different attitudes result in a somewhat pessimistic 
« balance sheet» of the Quebec admisistration of criminal justice and make 
it all the more urgent to have a reoriented philosophy. 

It should not be concluded, however, that all is bad and undesirable in, 
the decisions reached, the methods used, and the procedures in effect, at pre
sent. On the contrary, a number of the methods and practices now in use 
should be retained, provided that an amended framework of law will en
sure coherence in the system, and will orient each area towards fundamental 
objectives. 

A-IMMEDIATELY NOTICEABLE (10-12) 

10. If even a superficial evaluation of the present Quebec system of justice is 
made, certain consequences stemming from the haphazard and piecemeal de
velopment are immediately evident : 

1. A number of police decisions appear to be extremely arbitrary. 
2. A schizm exists, and is growing, between the law and the habits of 

citizens. 
3. The punitive aspects of the law take precedence over the possibility 

of rehabilitation and reintegration into society. 
4. There is continuing danger of corruption and emotionalism. 

11. The lack of a critical examination of the system of administering jus
tice, is both the cause and the corollary to, our improvisations, and fumbling; 
attitudes are maintained, and decisions taken, without knowing the conse-
quences. . 

Quebec's prisons are filled with repeaters, yet by and large, the com
munity believes in the effectiveness of incarceration. Notwithstanding the fail
ure of imprisonment to achieve its purpose, a hundred times more is spent for 
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incarceration than for probation, and the use of long sentences of imprison
ment continues. The police and the Crown prosecutors hold fast to the theory 
that jailing a guilty person is generally the most efficient method of treatment. 

Thus, the administration of justice forms part of those government ser
vices which spend millions of dollars of public funds without devoting even 
one half of one percent to evaluation and research for the purpose of mea
suring the effectiveness of the present methods. 

In three years, even though the budget of the Minister of Justice has 
gone from $32,000,000 to $67,000,000 nobody knows yet whether society is 
adequately protected nor whether criminals who might be rehabilitated are 
on the way to becoming bettcr citizens. 

In the absence of a true correctional policy, and in the absence of any 
scientific evaluation, Quebec has a structure with no guarantee of its effec
tiveness or constancy. An erratic justice, unpredictable and often arbitrary, 
is only a poor imitation of justice. «Justice delayed is justice denied» is a 
statement found in the Katzenbach Report. A justice without evaluation and 
without a scale of values is also equivalent to injustice. 

12. The absence of a correctional philosophy leads, moreover, to disadvan
tages which are as serious as delays, arbitrary attitudes or irregularities. In 
the absence of fundamental principles, the instincts of the individual and 
groups very easily assume the upper hand. An examination of the Quebec 
situation reveals certain constants, which contribute to placing the Province 
of Quebec amongst those countries which believe that punitive methods are 
the most effective when dealing with those who commit what are considered 
to be offenses against society. 

First of all, the Quebec system cUDsiders, as offences and crinIes, many 
actions which elsewhere are considered to be merely individual differences. 

Quebec also is one of the areas in which arrests are made very freely, 
and, consequently, the occasions for friction between the police and the pub
lic are increased. 

Moreover, if Quebec is compared with European countries it is evident 
that Quebec's system makes too great a use of long prison sentences. Holland, 
with a population of 12 million people detains less than 2,000 persons in 
prisons every day, while in Quebec, the prisons and penitentiaries house a 
daily total of approximately 5,000 persons for a population of not quite 6 
million people. In Sweden, with a' population of 8 million, the daily prison 
roster approximates 5,000. (42% of the Swedish prison population, inciden
tally, are drunken drivers) 

These figures are even more impressive when one considers that quite 
often in European countries, different categories, such as the mentally ill, are 
placed under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Justice, and are included in 
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parade or a procession, when it would be much better not to require them 
to assume the responsibility of making a decision. Any such regulation would 
require careful drafting, as the police must retain the responsibility of main
taining «public order». 

The statement will probably be made that the present procedure is mov
ing in this direction, and that the police do not believe themselves authorized 
to refuse the right to demonstrate, to any group, no matter its nature. How
ever, as no administrative or political authority intervenes to definitely ensure 
a group the right to demonstrate, it is difficult to know whether the police 
force is satisfied to merely negotiate the manner in which the demonstration 
will be carried out, or whether in practice it makes it impossible to hold the 
demonstration. Some Municipal Councils relieve themselves of the un
pleasant task of refusing permits, by placing the responsibility on the police 
forces. 

It is also important to realize that the police forces, particularly in mat
ters of morality, have, in the course of recent years, played an even more am
biguous role. There has been for exemple, intervention by the police of some 
municipalities with regard to the distribution of certain issues of the Playboy 
magazine, and the performance of the African Ballet, while in other Quebec 
areas, the police have not intervened in these matters at all. The public may 
we}! ask, who is the official interpreter of the law - the governmC'nt, the 
Crown prosecutor, the police, or the judges who issue the summ.:mses and 
warrants? 

14. Not only the police, but also Crown prosecutors, are sometimes arbi
trary in their attitudes, showing a tendency to repression. There is no doubt 
that jurisprudence states explicitly that the Crown prosecutor does not have 
a case to gain or lose, but that his function is limited to making known the 
truth. In practice, however, some Crown prosecutors often conduct themselves 
as though they were relentless enemies of the accused, and endeavour to ob
tain the heaviest sentence possible. 

By way of comparison it should be noted that a number of European 
countries require the representative of the State to communicate to the defence 
lawyer, all the proof gathered against the accused. The Scandinavian coun
tries and Holland go even futher in respect to this principle, in that the de
fence lawyer and the Crown prosecutor cannot, at the time of the trial, have 
recourse to surprise witnesses who have not been made know in advance to 
tIle other lawyer, or to the court. Summary of the testimony of each witness 
to be heard is often furnished to the court before the trial. 

Quebec's system, while affirming the impartiality and objectivity of the 
Crown prosecutor, permits the latter, to surprise the defence, and, to demand 
all too regularly, exemplary sentences against the accus"!d. . 
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2-PRIORITY TO THE PUNITIVE ASPECTS OF THE LAW (15) 

~~. Police and Crown pro~ec.utors are not alone in giving priority to the pun
ItIve aspects of the law; sl1111lar punitive attitudes are found frequently at 
the sentence level. Many judges,. however, who would like to direct the gui1;y 
person along the road to probatIOn and rehabilitation, are unable to do so in 
the ab~ence o~ a sufficient choke of probationary measures and institutions 
of semI-detentIOn. 

. In fact, up to December 1967, Quebec did not have a probationary ser-
VIce f~r adul~s. Only the Social Welfare Court had used probation officers to 
~ake It posSIbl~. f~~ young people to avoid serving their sentences in deten
tIOn. Before C:IticIzmg a judge for systematic recourse to prison sentences, it 
shou~d. be realIzed, that the faults in the correctional system are laro-ely res-
ponSIble for such apparently punitive tendencies. 0 

It must. also be recog~ized, however, that the courts have not always 
sho,":n SUffiCient understandlllg, or imagination, in the formulation of cor
rectIOnal measures. 

For example, our sys~em of requiring bail, has become unjust in most· 
cases. It has perpetuated Itself :by a certain conditioning, and by a lack of 
~hougl~t, o.n the part o.f the courts. No magistrate will admit openly that there 
I~ one JustIce for the nc~, and another for the poor, yet, Quebec's courts con
s~stently use mone~ (barl~ as a yardstick to measure whether or not an indi
VIdual shoul~ be gIven hIS temporary liberty. Here again it must be admitted 
that our SOCIety has,. t.o s~me .extent, lost. sight of the fundamental objective 
~f a system for admmistenng Justice. Instead of assuring the equality of cit
Izens before the law, o~r society, requires accused persons to give monetary 
g~larantees that they WIll appear in court, without sufficient attention being 
gIven to their financial resources. 

Similarly, individuals frequently have to face a prison sentence merely 
b~ca.use they are unable to pay a fine. Different files examined by n;e Com
ITIlSSIOn have shown that persons found guilty of minor offences have had to 
~erv~ .sentences of 10, 15 or 30 days in prison if not more, because of their 
m~bility to pay a small fine. Some judges have taken the trouble to offer the 
gUIlty person the opportunity of paying his fine in installments· other judges 
have not done this. ' 

3 - DIVERGENCE BETWEEN THE LAW AND SOCIETY (16) 

16. T~e ~bsence of an overall philosophy creates a certain laxity in our sys
tem of JustIce and also a strong tendency towards the arbitrary. This in itself 
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is sufficient reason to re-evaluate our system and to propose new objectives ; 

the problem, however, goes much further than that. 
It is impossible, for us, notwithstanding the inherent limits of a Pro

vince of Quebec mandate, to ignore the legislative texts. In other words, 
it is hardly possible to evaluate a system of administering justice on criminal 
and penal matters, without taking into consideration the wording of the Pe
nal Code itself. If Quebec has allowed dust to gather on its administrative 
system, Ottawa has allowed the text of the law to become out-of-date. Que
bec has no authority to change the law, but it most certainly can point out 

that some laws are difficult to apply. 
On this point, countries of the Latin temperament appear to tend, more 

than others, to widen the gap between the written legislation and the tolerated 
practice. The classic example of this, however, is found in the United States 
during the time of the American prohibition law of the 30's. The lavl forbade 
the selling of alcoholic liquors, notwithstanding the wishes of the great ma
jority of the population. The average American quite easily arrived at the 
point where he did not consider it a crime to buy liquor, notwithstanding the 
fact that the law defined this as a crime. Everyone secured his liquor in the 
black market and the enforcement agencies found themselves with the painful 
obligation of taking action against people who, in short, were behaving in the 

same manner as the majority of citizens. 
Changing a philosophy of justice, can pose many problems. It is pos

sible, that a newly written text can be against the will of the majority, by 
trying to protect the rights of certain minorities. On the other hand, it is pos
sible that changes in the written text merely ratify the public behaviour al
ready in existence for quite a while. If the waiting period before adjustment 
is too long, there is confusion, and injustice becomes the rule. In such instan
ces in Canada, it is the provincial authority, as the administrator of the law, 
which bears the brunt of the dissatisfaction of society. 

This Commission believes, that with regard to, gambling, drinking of al
cohol, and offences of a sexual nature, the Quebec population has adopted 
attitudes clearly different to the stipulations of the written l~w, and police 
attitudes. The law calls for punishment of everflourishing prostitution; it 
persists in wishing to punish attempts at suicide; notwithstanding the recent 
easing of the regulations, there is a constant police control on shows and 
plays, even though restricted to adults. The practice of the public generally, 
however, is to ignore these laws, and it is becoming more difficult, jf not im
possible, to apply laws, which the public tlO longer accepts. 

There does not seem to be an awareness in government circles of the 
risk which a society runs when the legislative texts, and the social practic~, 
contradict each other so definitely. In formulating an overall philosophy in 
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the administration of justice the endeavo .. 
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4 - THE RISKS OF CORRUPTION AND EMOTIONALISM (17-18) 

17. In this Commission's opinion it is neces . 
communication between the pub}' d 1 sary to accelerate and llnprove 
where, the gap between the attitu~e a:r t~;C g~~~rnm~t. If not, he~e as else
of the laws, increases the risks of« . i

U hI~, an t~e compulSIve nature 
In Bel iu SOCl~ sc Izophrema» and corruption. 
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blackmail any restaurateur by th t W?Ichh.an
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:~~:!;~~~lir:h: ;t:pi: ~i~~~~~;:~~rd a~i~~~vf~~:r~~o:e~!r:~i~a~~e~~~~: 
nsequent y persons can immediatel .. - . ' 

which sell alcoholic ~iq~or without restricti;n ~~I:ltth:~;!~i.m~!r:.uch clubs, 

In Quebec, a SImIlar situation de et d If· 
the sale of alcoholic liquors on S d v P~~. n ace of the law forbidding 
rants served what might be termed
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: «a~~~t lOut offerin~ .~ full meal, restau

a « rubber» sandwich, biscuits and coffee I~l~~~S» ~on~stmg ~f tomato juice, 
the law but, more important the restaura'nt v. ay p serVIce was paid to 
the wishes of the public which w ld ' s came much closer to respecting 

glass of liquor on the s~venth dayO~f t~~t :~~~Pt:~~l~a~t t:at ~~rchasing a 
any more than on another day. While this situ~tion has ~ee~e~ mg the ~aw 
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. .a. p y, an w Ich, l11sofar as officers of the law are c d 
result III dlsmterest, discouragement and the danger of corruPt~::.erne , may 
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Another example - the Danish editors of pornographic lite~ature are 
complaining that the recent legislation ~iberal~zing the sale of all pnnted mat
ter, has resulted in a definite decrease m theIr volume of sales. 

B - MORE PROFOUND 
(19-26) 

19. The foregoing outlines some of the immediately no~iceable e.ffects ste~
ming from the absence of evaluation, and an overall phIlosophy m Que~ec s 
system of justice. In addition to these consequences., in themselves sen~us, 
this Commission's study has uncovered others, whIch are even more Im-

portant. ..' . 
Because there is no general policy defimng specIfic roles, .there IS ~t pre-

sent, confusion and misunderstanding with regard to the functIOns carned out 
by the police, the Crown and the courts; each succumbing, all too regularly, 
to the temptation of playing someone else's role. .' . 

Also, with the passage of time, certain laws ar~ bemg mterpreted m an 
entirely different sense from that intended by the legIslator. One of th~ results 
of this is that a law, originally intended to protect the fundamental nghts of 

the individual, is now being used against him. ..' 
Another consequence is the superficial and sometimes artificIal co.nfhcts 

created between the fundamental rights of the person, and the protectIOn of 

society. 

1 _ CONFUSION OF FUNCTIONS 
(20-21) 

20. One of the symptoms adding to the confusion caused b~ a .lac~ of defi
nition of the roles of the different elements of the system of JustIce IS the au-

tonomous manner in which each one acts. 
The police assume the right to adopt the role of the court, and they even 

behave on occasion as official interpreters of the text. of the law. The Crown 
rosecutor succumbs to the same temptation and carnes on as though he were 

~he indomitable adversary of the accused and of the defence, and end~~vours 
to impress on the judge and the legislator his belief in a system as. pumtive as 

ossible For their part the judges, who are constantly faced WIt~ the pro
~lem of 'recidivism, bla~e the inefficiency of the police, the moderatIOn or lack 
of interest of the Crown, and the laxity of the parole board. 

As already stated, and it bears repetition, Quebec's system fun~tions 
~~hout the individual roles being clearly defined, and above all ~Ithout 
periodic evaluation, to cope with the changing social needs to whIch the 

various elements must respond. 
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In cities such as Montreal and Quebec, it is now possible for the muni
cipal police to choose the court before which an accused person will be re
quired to appear: in fact up to a certain point, the Court of Sessions of the 
Peace, and the Municipal Courts have overlapping jurisdictions, which permit 
the police forces to make a choice. And as we have already pointed ~ut the 
police often have the responsibility of authorizing or prohibiting public pa
rades or demonstrations. In this Commission's opinion, in both of these 
instances, the decisions should not be mad,~ by the police. 

In certain important cases, it has been noted that Crown prosecutors 
have a tendency to act as special investigators. This could lead to the Crown 
being in a precarious position in terms of partIality or persecution. The Crown 
prosecutor should be unemotional and objective, and the temptation to per
sonally endeavour to strenghen the police evidence, should be controlled. 

Nor are the courts entirely free of criticism, as there appears to be a 
marked tendency to give exemplary sentences. Can increasing a sentence to 
deter a third party really be considered as a judicial attribute? It becomes al
most a negation to pretend to individualize sentences while, in fact, an indi
vidual is called upon to atone for the sins of unpunished wrongdoers. Cer
tainly there are crnne waves which demand a strong intervention, but it is 
questionable whether the judicial power remains within its mandate when it 
speaks as a sociologist or a legislator. 

This Commission, at this point, is not endeavouring to place the blame 
on anyone, but simply wishes to emphasize that in the absence of a de
finite policy the different components of Quebec's system of justice tend to 
duplicate, contradict and sometimes oppose~ each other. 

2-DISTORTION OF THE LAW: DISAPPEARING PROTECTIONS (22-23) 

22. It is never possible to surround an individual with everlasting protection. 
Time deforms, daily wear and tear warps and nullifies the best of intentions, 
and the repressive instinct is reborn. With the passing of the years, it also 
sometimes happens that a law written to protect the individual may be used 
against him. 

In illustration of the foregoing: with the intention of respecting indi
vidual liberty, the written text requires that every person detained must be 
brought before the court in the twenty-four hours which follow his arrest. 
Because we have lost sight of the spirit of the law, this appeHrance before the 
court has become a mere formality, and the period of detention, before pro
ceeding to trial, has often been extended to many months. 

Because the legislator wished to avoid having judicial hearings constanly 
behind closed doors, there was written into the law the obligation to open the 
court to the public and the press. Again, having lost sight of the purpose of 
this measure, i.e. to protect the accused, today this procedure is abused, 
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sometimes to the extent of « yellow» journalism. Publicity of such a nature 
is given to the committal for trial and the trial itself, to the point that it is 

practically impossible to rehabilitate the guilty. 

23. These are some of the reasons such emphasis is placed on the need to 
examine and evaluate overall policies regularly, and to be prepared to make 
changes before expediencies of the past, inconsistencies, and mistakes be-

come established in custom and procedure. 
During the pioneering and violent society of the past, when men far out-

numbered women, adultery was a serious crime and was punished severely, 
to maintain a semblance of order, and to prevent the multiplication of bloody 
crimes. Today, adultery does not lead to the same consequences and is of 
much less concern to penal justice. The necessity to maintain order remains, 
but the precautions spelt out in the law, and police intervention must take 
into consideration new social conditions and new attitudes. 

In planning a new basic philosophy for Quebec's judicial system one 
must, therefore, guard against the different forms of obsolescence. On the 
one hand, the law as it is at present has good intentions (publicity, quick ap
pearances in court, possibility of postponement, etc.) which no longer pro
tect an accused person as originally intended. On the other hand, the law re
tains, in its list of offences, actions which, are no longer considered as cri
minal or dangerous acts. Finally, the law continues to give priority to punish
ment, and retribution, rather than to treatment, rehabilitation, and remoti-

vation. 
Just as it is necessary to formulate clearly an overall policy for Quebec's 

system of justice, it also is important to make certain, that the interpretations 
and practices arising from the written text, correspond to the intentions of 
the legislator, and that the legislator himself keeps closely in touch with the 

fast evolving and ever-changing way of life. 

3 _ NEGLECT OF FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS (24-26) 

24. The Commission has endeavoured to show that because there is no glo
bal policy, Quebec's system of justice is too frequently lacking in respect for 
the fundamental rights of the individual. All too often a preference or a 
priority is shown in terms of respect for procedure rather than respect for li-

berty and true justice. . ' 
It is because of this that some individuals have been oblIged to remam 

months and even years in prison before their case in heard. This should be 
considered inadmissible and supremely outrageous in a society which pre
tends to believe in the presumption of innocence. Neither the Minister of 
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Justice, nor the Crown prosecutors, are assuming their full reponsibilities when 
the~ tole~ate accused persons remaining in detention up to two years before 
theIr file IS brought to the attention of the court. Such cases in Quebec have 
recently been brought to the attention of the Minister, and have been given 
suc~ wides~read publi~ity: that they have even been the subject of discussion 
by mternatlOnal orgal1lZatlOns interested i1'.: the rights of man. 

25. The Commission has examined the file of a man who has been waiting 
thre~ and a h~lf years to have his appeal heard because the stenographic notes 
of hIS first tnal have not yet been transcribed. A civilized society cannot 
tolerate the fundamental rights of liberty being flouted in this manner. If the 
stenographic notes are really needed, then the official stenographer should be 
subpremed as. quickly as possible, and she should be made aware of the fact 
that .he~ neglIgence has deprived an individual of his liberty or, at least, of 
fu:l JustIce. If, on the other hand, there is no hope of having the notes trans
cnbed, then there should be a new trial, as soon as possible, so that the 
accused finally may obtain justice. 

Examples such as these, of neglect, delay and indifference, merely serve 
to show that Quebec's system of justice is not as vigilant as it should be in the 
area of fundamental principles. Reference has been made to extreme cases 
but many more could be given in which the interests of an individual have 
been sacrificed, without good reason, by specious arguments about the need to 
protect society. In fact, many such acts and decisions which hurt the indivi
dual, also hurt, rather than protect, society. 
. Certa!n poIi~e forces practice a form- of «garde a vue» or of preven-

tIve det~ntlon WhICh does not at aU conform to the requirements of the law. 
In~reasmg number of delays and postponements in the hearing of cases are 
bemg tolerated without anyone being sufficiently concerned to do anything 
about i~. It is. accepte~ that Crown prosecutors regularly adopt punitive and 
repreSSive attitudes wlule their function is to endeavour to establish the truth 
objectively and without emotion. The public also appears to condone such 
behaviour to the extent that the communication media, both written and 
spoken, have not yet felt the need to call for a greater respect of the rights 
of the individual. 

26. Here again, Quebec must accept comparison with other societies. S Ne
d~~, for e~ample, presents the image of a society far more respectful of in
dlVldual nghts. No one would dare say, however, that the Swedish society 
accepts, any more than here in Canada, censure, trials behind closed doors 
or the hiding of facts. On the contrary, the Swedish procedure permits th~ 
public and journalists to be present at the trial of any young delinquent, a 
procedure which is not permitted at all in Canada. 
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However, the Swedish newspapers have themselves established a code 
of ethics according to which, they will never identify a young delinquent, in 
public. Even more, without exception, no article or photograph will make 
known the identity of an accused, before the court has established his guilt. 
Subsequently, if the individual receives a suspended sentence, or is placed on 
probation, the newspapers will continue to respect his anonymity. In Den
mark, Switzerland and Holland, the normal procedure of the public infor
mation media is to mention only the initials of the condemned person. 

In Quebec, and elsewhere in Canada, the communications media have 
been content to respect the law which prevents them from identifying young 
delinquents, but they have not, as yet, gone any further with regard to vo
luntarily formulating a professional code of ethics with respect to the fun
damental rights of all individuals. It is not difficult to realize how much easier 
it would be to reintegrate a guilty person into society, if there were no publi
city on certain matters. The sociologists in this country tell us that an indivi
dual, whose criminal activities and whose punishment have been made public, 
finds almost insurmountable difficulties in securing employment, and in his 
subsequent endeavours to live a normal life. They also agree that an indivi
dual wrongly accused, and found innocent by the court, will have almost as 
great difficulties because of pUblicity. This Commission believes that the li
berty of the press would not be restricted in any way by refraining from un
necessarily shaming an individual, and bringing disgrace to his family. 
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II - THE FUNDAMENTAL OBJECTIVES 

27. Faced with the extremely serious consequences which result from the 
absence of a general plan in the administration of justice on criminal and 
penal matters, it becomes vital to set forth, in modern and precise terms, the 
fundamental requirements of a correctional philosophy. 

What are the yardsticks for measuring the quality of a system of justice? 
First, it is necessary to emphasize that justice must be available to all citizens 
without regard to class or financial status. Second, it is important that the 
law, and the system of justice needed, really represent the sincere wishes of 
the people, with the means to reflect rapidly the evolution of society. Finally, 
the system must proclaim in its principles, and show in its procedures and 
actions, deep respect for the individual without ignoring, however, the rights 
of a society to peace and order. 

In defining the fundamental objectives, the Commission has borrowed 
from philosophies and systems in existenc~ in other countries, those ideas 
and practices which it is believed can be applied in Quebec. In doing this the 
Commission has been conscious of two dangers. First it is not only impos
sible, but also undesirable to impose on Quebec a concept, which has de
veloped in an entirely different context. Second, the fact that an idea or a 
practice which forms part of a plan in another country, is recommended, does 
not imply full acceptance of everything done elsewhere. 

... 
A - EQUAL JUSTICE FOR ALL (28-34) 

28. Before a system of justice can be modernized or humanized, it is import
ant to have all citizens on an equal footing before the law. At the risk of re
petition, this Commission believes that justice is essentially an effort to cor
rect wrongs and affirm rights. It therefore follows that if certain individuals 
obtain a lesser measure of justice by reason of their financial situation, true 
justice does not exist. If one thinks about it at aU, it will be realized that to 
defend some, and not to defend others, is simply a parody of justice. 
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i-FINES 
(29) 

29. In the treatment of accused persons and those under detention, the Pro
vince of Quebec presents the image of a rather vindictive state, Certain cate
gories of accused persons and prisoners are subject to much greater tensions, 
pressures and heavier sentences than those faced by the majority of citizens, 
by reason of the fact that the Quebec judicial system does very little to 
counterbalance the disparities of financial resources, 

As an example of this, consider the injustice with regard to the manner 
in which fines are imposed, The situation is improving but one still finds in 
Quebec prisons, a large number of individuals who are serving a prison sen
tence, simply because they are not able to pay the fine that has been fixed, 
The Code is primarly responsible for this distortion of justice because, it 
adds to the instances, in which the judge pronounces sentence in terms of op
tions : $25 fine or 8 days in prison; $50 fine or 15 days in prison, etc, 
Sentences of this kind do not conform to standards of what can be termed 
good justice, In effect, in these cases, the citizen who has the ability to pay, 
avoids incarceration by paying the amount demanded, while the indigent finds 
himself behind bars, not because he is more guilty, but because he cannot 
pay a debt of $25 or $50, This system will be analyzed in greater detail in 
the framework of the chapter to be devoted to correctional measures, 

2 _ DETENTION DUE TO POVERTY 
(30-32) 

30. All too frequently, those who are condemned are obliged to choose bet
ween a fine and .1 prison sentence, However, that is not the only problem 
which is raised by disparities in economic resources, While a certain number 
of individuals, who are condemned, must face sentences of imprisonment be
cause of their insolvency, it is also true that, many individuals must resign 
themselves to incarceration before their trial by reason of their poverty, This 

requires explanation. 
According to the information gathered by the Commission, the term 

« bail » has different meanings from one country to another, and even from 
one American State to another. In the Canadian system the person placed 
on bail must guarantee his presence in court by depositing, with the perma
nent officers of the court, an amount fixed by the court, or he must give other 
financial guarantees. In this context it is quite obvious that the economic dis
parities are very much in favour of the individual who is well-off financially, 
The paradox is, however, that the inveterate criminal can easily obtain the 
necessary sum, even if it amounts to many thousands of dollars, and he is 
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ment before the trial increases the possibility of a prison se'nte Nlmpnson-nce, 0 system 
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of justice can be considered to be truly satisfactory if it is unable to eliminate 

such consequences of poverty. 
It also has been noted that some judges, when agreeing to postpone-

ments, have not paid sufficient attention to the fact that certain accused per
sons have been awaiting their trial in prison. Here again, it is not suggested 
that all accused persons can, without harming society, be given their freedom 
while they are waiting for their trial. However, the Commission believes that 
in a civilized society, conscious ot' the rights of the individual, the police, the 
Crown prosecutors and the judges must make a definite effort to grant an ab
solute priority to hearing the cases of individuals who have been deprived of 
their liberty while waiting for justice to be rendered. In this matter, the courts 
have a responsibility, and it is a reflection on them if an accused has to wait, 
for months and years in the boredom and inaction of a maximum security 

cell, for the moment of his trial. 

3 _ POVERTY AND LEGAL ASSISTANCE (33) 

33. For justice to be equal for all, it is also necessary that citizens may 
without regard to financial resources, have free access to the services of a 
lawyer. As stated repeatedly in this report, Quebec's system of administering 
justice is, generally speaking, of a punitive nature, and this is evident to an 
even greater degree when the accused appears without legal counsel. The sca
les are certainly not equally balanced between the Minister of Justice, always 
represented by a prosecutor, and a citizen left to himself. If incarceration be
fore the trial leads generally to a heavier sentence, one of the reasons is that 
the indigent, unable to furnish bail, is also unable to pay for the services of 
a lawyer. These two factors are so closel) related that, in practice, the pre
sence of a lawyer beside the accused, has often resulted in a suspended sen
tence for the accused. Provisional liberty permits a lawyer to have more sa
tisfactory contacts with t!1e accused, than if the latter were to remain in pri
son. Experience also has shown that the presence O\~ a lawyer for the defence 
often has resulted in a less serious charge against the individual. If the in
tention is to respect the fundamental rights of the individual in an integral 
manner, and to offer equal justice to all who are accused - every aspect 
of the problem of legal security should be studied. 

4 _ THE CONCEPT OF LEGAL SECURITY 
(34) 

34. The term «legal security» IS bcing used deliberately throughout 
this report instead of the term « legal aid ». The Commission believes that the 
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~qu.~l.ity of all citizens before the sy,<;tem of justice is a fundamental right of the 
lIldl~ldual, . ~nd not merely a favour accorded by a paternalistic state to the 
depr~ved CItIzen. As the presence of a lawyer gi.ves the citizen who is well 
?r~v~ded, advantages, refused, or meagerly accorded, to the indigent citizeiJ. 
I~ IS lIlcl~mbent on th~. moder~l state to adjust the balance, by making law~ 
) ers aVaIlable to all .cItIzens wIthout regard to their monetary resources. The 
state ~u~t ~ot consIder the defence of indigents as a form of social assist
a?ce . .1.hlS IS the reason for rejecting the currently used expression «legal 
aId ». 

A ~egal security service should include information, as well as - a de
fence, .wlth~ut cost to all indigents. It is appreciated that the creation of such 
a serVIce ':'111 not resolve all the problems resulting from, the absence of an 
overall pl11losophy, and the priority given to punitive interpretations of the 
law. Howev:r,. th: Commission believes that an administration of justice whe
ther or not It IS liberal and geared towards ;:ehabilitation and resocialization 
must treat all citizens well provided for, or indigent, in the same manner. ' 

The subsequent section of this report will deal with the structure of a 
Quebec service of legal security. 

B - A MODERN LA.W (35-41) 

3? !n. the absence of an overall orientation, Quebec's administration of jus
tIce IS 1Il danger in. two major ways. On the one hand, the various elements 
o~ the sys~em are l1l conflict with each otber, and frequently adopt contra
dIcto.ry ~ttltudes. On the other hand, because of the lack of guidance - im-
prOVIsatIOn and repressive instincts are given free rein. ' 
. It has also been observed that all citizens are not on an equal footin cr 

~n the. eyes. of ~he law. Before continuing with recommendations indicatin~ 
11l whIch dIrectIOn the system of administration of justice on criminal and 
penal matters should be oriented, it should be remembered that the adminis
tration of justice can be no better than the Penal Code which it applies nor 
the personnel applying it. ' 

36. The development of, a criminal code, and, a correctional philosophy is 
not an ~bstract problem. A society which believes in the effectiveness of harsh 
and stnngent treatment creates structures conforming to this idea and en
COUl'ages it~ police, judges and all those serving such a system to thi~k ann to 
act, ac~~rdlllgly. By contrast, a society which professes to respect the liberty 
of llldIVlduals, encourages its institutions, and those who serve them to have 
more humane motivations: and for such attitudes to exist the c~de must 
be rewritten accordingly. ' 
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Generally speaking at. the level of principles, every effort should be 
made to have a law which corresponds to the true wishes of the public, res
pectful of individual liberty, oriented towards rehabilitation, and adapted to 

a true democracy, 

37, No legislation can survive the disrespect of the citizens, A law which is 
inapplicable becomes a public danger, Such a concept in no way minimizes 
the importance of the rules of law, For writter .. legislation to have real signi
fiance, the impulse of a moment, or a caprice, or other personal attitudes, 

must not be substituted for the statutes and laws, 
By putting the public on guard against laws which are inapplicable, the 

Commission is endeavouring to show the dangers and absurdities to which 
the laws would be exposed, if the nation as a whole refused to apply and 

respect them, 

1-INAPPLICABLE LAWS 
(38) 

38, According to studies made at the request of the Katzenbach Commis
sion, 91,S % of the American citizem questioned in the course of a national 
poll, admitted to a tendency to crime, So, the large majority of citizens ad
mitted having at sometime committed an offence, which would have led to 
a prison sentence, if an arrest had followed, Certain sophists might deduce 
from such finding that it is useless to have any laws, at aU, if the majority 
of the population refuse to accept llOnest standards and are not concerned 
with the respect of others, On tIle contlary, this Commission believes that 
notwithstanding individual weaknesses, the greater part of the population 
wishes for the exposure of crime and criminals, and that correctional steps 

A law whicll is applicable is not necessarily a law always respected by result. 

every citizen, It is, however, a law which the majority recognize as being 

sound, and which the mass of citizens res!,Ject. 

2 _ LEGISLATION AND MORALS 
(39) 

39, The following illustrates this thinking, Before Expo 1967, the City of 
Montreal adopted a by-law (3416), forbidding the female personnel of ca
barets and night clubs of the City, to be seated at the same tables as the 
clientele, It was hoped that this would eliminate or at least minimize prosti
tution, and exploitation of the customers, In practice, this by-law has brought 
about a result diametrically opposed to that which was intended, 
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Actually the prostitutes have not disa 
tacts with the male employees of th ,p~eared; today they establish con-

d
-tile estabIrshments Cd ' an Ie atter, as agents are 11' ,oormen, warters etc) 

, db' now co ectmo- a pe t " celVe y the orostitutes Th' b' rcen age of the money re-

t
't ,~ ,us, mstead of ridding tl 't f' " 
lutes, nngs of prostitution have b f Ie CI y 0 mdiVIdual pros-

ing, From a minor proble e~n ormed, and white slavery is flourish
m concernmg 0 1 'd' 'd 

been created with risks of co t' n y m IVI uals, a social dano-er had 
rrup IOn and blackmail. b 

The Commission wishes to underline b ' 
ous and absurd to pass laws wI' I 'II Y thIS example, that it is danger-
, t' . HC 1 WI not be res t d L m erventlOns into the lives of 't' pec e, egal and police 
U n1 tI CI Izens must be kept to b 1 

ess ~e majority interest is affected it i ' an a so ut~ minimum, 
on certam groups behaviour l' h " s ~ost Important to aVOId imposing 
b r f T" WliC IS not m conform't 'h 1 e Ie s, 11lS, however, does not reI' ' 1 Y WIt t leir personal 
youth, Ieve SOCIety of the necessity to protect its 

Assuredlv a d , ,.J' ' mo ern and pluralistic societ ' t~on that lllcreasing levels of popul r ' y mu~t take llltO considera-
tIon on sexual matters If ff ,t a IOn WIsh for a lIberalization of legisla-
, ' e or s are made to i 

tlOn, as was tile case in Montreal .' ~pose on the entire popula-
religious beliefs the commun't ' ,behavIour dIctated by certain moral or 
If the law prohibits what th~ y ~~l~~p:~e: to a serio,us distortion of the law, 
prepared to tolerate one resulPt' th shes, or pumshes what the public is 
'r' ' IS at t e freedom f ' Cl Izens ]S disturbed or at least th " 0 conSCIence of many " " ,e CItIzens see the Stat d th ' 

ces, Imposmg moral habits on the l' h e, an e polIce for
are a matter of individual co ,m, w lIC today, more than in earlier years 
t nSCIence Above all so 't b ' 
o non-observance of the law, ' , " Cle y ecomes accustomed 

The State blunts the edge of the law d 
endeavours to impose a beIIav' .' an of the rules of law, when it 

l
' , ' ,lour on SOCIety i th 
IgIOUS principles that no loncrer ref! t tl ,~l e name of moral and re-
ar 1 CIa ehaviour «Un id' 1 SOCIety, and calls for 

t
'ft ' I b b ec le conSCIence of ' 

t 
' ,ea ne se mesure pas seule t' 

rarte, mais aussi a sa cap'lcite d" " men a sa valeur abs-nt' , lllcarnatlOn» said Thibo C A ' 
o measured merely bv its abst tin, « . n Ideal is d ) I .J' rac va ue but also by 't ' 
ure »,' n basic crill"": such as theft and ~i I ' , , 1 ~ capaCIty to en-

must mtervene to ill. 'aI'll 0 d 0 ence It IS eVIdent that society 
'" ,'lc r er even thou 1 I 

on occasion, transo-ress the law I th _ g 1 a arge number of citizens, 
morality, the state ':nust show' 'dn 

0 er areas, such as that of individual 
pru ence, 

3 - RESPECT OF THE CITIZEN (40-41) 

~o, In determining the objectives f " lsiation, Quebec should take' t 0 a'dmOd~Il1 an mtegrated correctional leg-
, m 0 conSI eratlon two sets of factors, 
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, b f more progressive than 
On the one hand, the citIzens of Que ec are ar 'd 1 s inevitably 

the politicians realize, and on the other hand, an osmosl~ Ol~ve O$or example 
between the government administration, ~nd popular psy~ 1 ;y ~hows clearly: 
the popularity of the new procedures with ~egard ~~ dl~~~t 'has been a po
that the government has only followed, ratler tar ,I?, "'lowers 
pular desire, Similarly, before the religious auth~ntte\:~ t:e~t~~~s ~f the 
adopt new attitudes with regard to contr~ceptlOn, ' 

P
opulation have already put them into practice, 

d tl ower to open new 
The government, therefore, has the duty an le p, f new 

1 blic Furthermore, the emergence 0 
perspectives of tolerance to t le pu " " overnment to change 
d ' 'the population should be an 1l1Vltatlon to g 

eSlres 111 , h o1ice In recent years, numer-
the written legislation and the ,reactl~~d~f atn~ ~ueb;c of this interdependence 

~~Sg~~:~~:~::~~ ~~:np~~I~C~nS~~l exch~l;e: ~~~i~l~~~~e:t \~~~w~~s~:~~ 
ing the strength of acqUIred ha?lts'l ~o 'sl!ion This calls for courageous 
quickly in our penal and correctlOna egl' ' 
action on the part of our political leaders, , 

, d to adopt correctIOnal 
It would be a strange par~dox If Cana ~ltwer:rson~ without showing 

measures much more humane With regard to gul y ~ , 'nd wI'shes of the 
, ' ' ect for t 1e Op111lOn a at the same tIme an 111creas111g resp 

citizens as a whole, , ' 

1
'hus we arrive at the most positive aspects of a moderbn

l
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, I h'ch the pu IC oes no 
While it is harmful to pass and Impose aws dW I tt't d which show 

" ' I t propose laws and a opt a lues 

:~~~cr~as~~g e~~~~~:nceo in the citizens, ,Thet~ib~rali~~~O~~;ai~t~SI~~:nOfd~l~: 
not necessarily have the result of lowenng e eve

D 
~ Holland Bel-

, "d b tl Commission - Sweden, enmar, ' 
c~untne3 vlSlte d ~no~:nd _ have 'aU suppressed from the written legisla-

~:~:'o;~~I~~:s~~olera; in practice, a num,b,er of s:xua~ acts which in cana!~ 
still' call for police action with the pos~iblltt~ of 1111p~:~~n~:~t~1~~I::~y such 

of the si~ c~untries, the po1i~e for~es l!~:~~~~~~~yres~nce' tb; liberalization of 
as prostitution, have cr~ate muc; D k where they have suppressed 
the law, As already pomted out, 111 e,nmar, k d decrease has 
all forms of censure or restriction on prmted n:att~r, a mar e 
becn noticed in the sale of pornographic publtcatlOns, 

, t t endeavour to be repres-
41. In resume, a modern law, therefore, mus no Tl of law must be 

, " 'bl t nforce such a law, 1e use , 
sive when It IS llnpossl e 0 C - , r others for order, and for 
restricted to fundamental areas such as respe,ct fOfid ' , the ability of 
honesty, Above all, it should show ,a growmg con. ence m 
citizens to makc sensible use of liberties granted to them, 
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C - RESPECT OF THE INDIVIDUAL (42-49) 

42. From one country to another, the administration of justice is being 
constantly changed with regard to both content and perspective. However, 
the 20th century require& aU countries in the world to be more conscious of 
the responsibilities of society in criminal matters. It has also awakened 
everyone to the possibility of substituting treatment, remotivation and reha
bilitation for the traditional formula of punishment. No correctional philo
sophy could be considered acceptable today, unless it professes openly, its 
respect for the individual, and places definite hope in the capacity of the 
errant human being to be restored to society. 

Canada and Quebec, have remained somewhat apart from tllis evolution, 
Twenty years have passed since the Declaration of the Rights of Man, but 
laws and courts, both in Quebec and elsewhere in Canada, still treat this 
document on fundamentals as a pious affirmation of abstract principles, 

Quebec has taken little or no practical advantage of this Declaration. 
Although Ontario has had its own parole service for years, following nego
tiations with the central government, Quebec has not yet moved in this 
direction, Although a number of other Canadian provinces have well
developed probation services, Quebec only started its own probation service 
in December 1967, and, at the moment, it includes only six probation 
officers. Likewise, legal aid in Quebec is still in a primitive state, while our 
neighbouring Province has undertaken to spend millions of dollars for the 
defence of its impecunious citizens. 

Quebec has endeavoured for a number of years to play an international 
role and enter into agreements with different foreign countries, However, 
this trend desirable as it may be, also calls for Quebec accepting as have the 
majority of countries throughout the world, more modern views on many 
matters, including those on criminality and the treatment of transgressors. 

1 - THE INEFFECTIVENESS OF SENTENCES (43-45) 

43. Quebec is still obsessed with the deep-rooted conviction that severe and 
harsh punishment is the most effective method of compelling a guilty person 
to repent of his sins. 

At any point in time, one finds that the majority of prisoners are reci
divists, which in effect means that the prisons create their own clientele, and 
the correctional system condemns itself, in the sense that it repeatedly gives 
prison sentences to individuals who, for all practical purposes, appear to be 
impervious to this form of treatment. Faced with a former prisoner, guilty 
of another crime, the court:,; resort to repeatedly longer prison sentences 
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without drawing the conclusion that imprisonment may not have been the 
kind of sentence called for in the first place. 

Although the constant recourse to imprisonment has never given the 
hoped for results, it is only rarely that confidence in this form of treatment 
appears to have been shaken. On the contrary, faced with the failure of 
purely repressive methods, the public aroused by the blatant sensationalism 
of certain newspapers, demands even more severe punishments; faced with 
what is said to be an increase in criminality, there arc those who urge the 
police, the prosecutors and the judges to more punitive actions; exemplary 
sentences are loudly demanded when there is a crime wave of a particular 
kind. 

When we reflect on the poor results achieved by the repressive methods 
in use, it becomes evident that the wrong road is being followed. Almost 
5,000 individuals are maintained in Quebec's prisons at an annual cost of 
millions of dollars, while we penny-pinch on the developement of probation 
and parole services. By way of comparison, in England, 3,000 probation 
officers supervise almost 140,000 probationers of all categories (probation, 
suspended sentence, parole). On the other hand England requires 10,000 
prison guards to watch over 30,000 prisoners in the incarceral regime, which 
costs the state 30 million pounds sterling (about $75,000.00). Moreover, 
the figures do not take into consideration the cost to the state for the support 
of tl'tc families whose principal breadwinners are in prison. It is the Com
mission's hope that Quebec will realize the significance of these facts, and 
will develop its probation service to the maximum possibility. Fortunately 
the Canadian Parole Board has begun to evaluate what the state gains and 
saves (in taxes of aU kinds) by parole; but, with the exception of the work 
being done by its Social Welfare Court, probation services in the Province of 
Quebec have barely begun. 

44. It must be stressed again that, too often, the police and the judges lead 
the public to believe that measures depriving an offender of his liberty are 
the most effective in fighting crime. The Commission, on several occasions, 
has heard police directors claim that the methods of probation, parole and 
even rehabilitation have a demoralizing effect on police personnel. It has 
been indicated that the policeman, who has worked on a case over weeks 
and months, has in some way the right to see «his arrest» put away for 
a long period of detention. 

Similarly, certain judges have complained publicly that the Parole 
Board has interfered with their sentences, claiming that dangerous repeaters 
have been freed. In fact, certain spectacular cases, such as that of Leopold 
Dion, have appeared to justify the statements that measures of clemency 
expose society to increased dangers. Another conclusion would be more 
logical: it is not a matter of eliminating measures of clemency because of 
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mistakes in diagnosis, but rather, to make available o. . 
boards, the necessary manpower and tl t l' t probatIOn and parole 
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e consequences of their decisions. 

45. Such attitudes and public statements h 
most disturbing, as they encourag; the bl~n t ~ p.art of professionals arc 
punitive methods are the only eff t' pu IC to elleve that repressive and 

ec Ive ones. 
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2 - THE CONSEQUENCES OF IMPRISONMENT 
(46) 

46. Although science, up to the pre5ent ti 1 
very little about the effectivenes f . I me, Ia~ b.een able to determine 
some of the consequences of s 0 't.pums 1ment, It IS possible to surmise 

a pum lve sentence especiall th t f' . 
sonment, on the individual and I' f' ' ,y a 0 Ill1pn-
two facts, are not fully realiz~d. 11S aJUlly. The logical implications of these 

Many in this country still believe in the 
deterrent effect, of «capital» punishment Ho exempl~ry value, and. the 
European countries, for aenerations '\l1d 'eve wever, ~Ith rare exceptIOns, 
the capital sentence, with~ut any f _ \ b n ~entunes: l:av~ abandoned 
abolition of this measure. res lOut rea s of cnml11ahty after the 

In Holland, only 7/10ths of 1 % of th e f . . 
of detention of more than 3 ears 55% os ound guJ!t~ receIve a sentence 
remain under detention less th;n o~e 1TI0~lthOf all the ~nsoners in Holland 
repeaters, than American and otl E . Moreo:,eI, Holland has fewer 

Th leI' uropean countnes. 
us, we see the nature of the paradox: without being certain, or 
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having precise ideas of the effectiveness of punishment, we have continued 
over the years, to imprison individuals by the hundreds. 

This paradox has another side to it. Although well aware of the 
economic and social consequences of imprisonment, we continue to abuse it. 
lt is quite evident that imprisonment even for a few days generally results 
in the loss of employment, and considerable difficulties with regard to 
reintegration into normal society. There are also harsh social results to the 

families of prisoners. 
Financially, the policy of systematic imprisonment cannot be justified. 

It is estimated that it costs Quebec between $4,000 and $7,000 a year, 
dependent upon the institution, to maintain an accused or a guilty person 
in prison; in addition about $2,500 a year is required to support a 
family durier the period the principal breadwinner of the family is incar
cerated. To th;;~e losses, also add the loss of revenues of the imprisoned 
person, and the difficulty he has to earn a living with a prison record. 

In addition, to these economic considerations, imprisonment, today, is 
considered to be a serious degradation of the individual. Even if it were 
possible for the accused and the guilty to work in the prison workshops, and 
to receive a revenue comparable to those who work in freedom, imprisonment 
should be considered as the last resort. A correctional system is debasing 
when it imposes imprisonment for insufficient reasons, and without society 

having been in any danger. 
Not only does Quebec's system impose a sentence calling for atonement, 

but it adds as a sequel, a second sentence; that of an almost indelible social 

stigma. 

3 _ RIGHT TO LIBERTY BEFORE THE VERDICT OR THE 

ESTABLISHING OF GUILT 
(47-48) 

47. As imprisonment of any form is an extremely harsh sentence, a civilized 
society should avoid by all means, the imprisonment of a person who is 
presumed to be innocent. Preliminary detention remains however, so uni
versal a problem, that almost aU countries have practically negated the pre
sumption of innocense in an excessive number of cases. Thus, in Quebec, 
the accused persons who have not yet been tried, represent almost one third 
of the prison population. In France, out of 34,000 incarcerated in state 
prisons, 13,000 are awaiting their trial. Holland, strongly opposed to prison 
sentences, has in the neighbourhood of 1,700 accused persons in prison 

institutions, every day. 
Let there be no misunderstanding: in a number of cases, detention 

before trial is necessary, to avoid intimidation of witnesses, disappearance 
of the accused, or the perpetration of other crimes. However, such incidents 
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4-RIGHT TO ADEQUATE TREATMENT (49) 
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recognize its responsibilities to tl I' system of JustIce must also I lOse w 10 are found cruilty 
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Such a prison system is as much an in··f " 
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over the years, any training of personnel required in the various institutions. 
Contacts between prisoners, and the outside world, which includes families, 
social workers, or lawyers have been made difficult. This mentality also has 
led the Department of Justice to construct or to retain the immense and 
outmoded institutions which make treatment and re-education almost 
impossible. 

The prisons of Montreal and Quebec, in particular, are serious liabilities. 
Notwithstanding the important changes made during the construction of the 
new prison at Charlesbourg, Quebec is still acting in a rather questionable 
manner by again erecting an institution to shelter many hundreds of prisoners 
both accused and guilty. By the way of comparison, the Swedish system 
houses about 5,000 prisoners in 80 institutions, all highly specialized and well
equipped with technical personnel. 
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III - THE STRATEGY OF REFORM 

50. Up to this point this report has presented a rather pessimistic picture 
of the Quebec situation. Several of the fundamental objectives towards which 
a modern and humane system of justice must direct itself have been indi
cated: equal justice for all; a law adapted to the wishes of the public; 
increased respect of the rights of the individual. Emphasis has been placed 
on the considerable margin which still separates Quebec from these objectives. 
Before defining the strategy of reform, at least in its broad lines, we should 
once again examine acquired habits, and measure the extent of the resistance 
to reform. Only by having a realistic understanding of the situation will it 
be possible to indicate the path to reform, and to choose the means to 
achieve it. 

A - THE FEDERATIVE SYSTEM (51-54) 

51. The strategy of reform in matters pertaining to criminal and penal 
justice must take into consideration the fact that our Canadian federative 
regime creates particular difficulties. Different levels of government act in 
an autonomous manner, and often without sufficient coordination. 

Justi.ce, as many other matters, is a domain of mixed jurisdictions. The 
two levels of government may have entirely different viewpoints on the same 
question. 

To limit the area of discussion: in the domain cf justice, the Federal 
Government is in full control of the text of the law, while the administration 
itself belongs in totality to the Provinces. 

Even for the theorist, this separation complicates the division of res
ponsibilities and powers. It is impossibJe for the average citizen to have 
anything other than vague and indefinite ideas. He is hardly aware of who 
makes the arrest, he does not know who judges him, he does not know who 
imprisons him, or who will endeavour to rehabilitate him. In fact the Quebec 
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citizen can be arrested by anyone of 400 1 police forces;~ he can be 
called upon to appear before the Municipal Court, before the Provincial 
Court, before the Court of Sessions of the Peace, or before the Superior Court, 

In the area of treatment of prisoners, it is not generally known that the 
Provinces take charge of the prisoners who receive sentences of less than 
two years, while the Federal Government places in its penitentiaries those 
who are condemned to longer sentences, Not only may the different levels 
of government develop different philosophies and behaviours with regard to 
the judicial organization and the correctional system, but here again the 
public is without the slightest idea of whom to commend or to blame for 
decisions taken or errors committed, Not only may the sentences and the 
treatment vary from one court to the other, and even from one judge to the 
other, without sufficient reason, which is in itself a weakness, but here again 
the public does not know who is responsible for the excesses and the 
mistakes, 

52, The Canadian federative system is therefore, at least in part, responsible 
for the slowness in establishing a single philosophy throughout the entire 
correctional system, 

While, the federative system is not entirely responsible for the hit or 
miss methods which prevail, nor for the improvisation which takes place in 
the different areas related to the system of administration of the justice, 
the present division of powers does create permanent and almost insurmc1Unt
able difficulties, 

Undoubtedly, a number of uncertaillties and irresolutions would dis
appear if Quebec and Canada defined clearly what each desired from the 
police forces, from the prison institutions, from the courts, and 1i1.ose 
organizations looking after the social reintegration of transgressors, Certain 
difficulties, however would be perpetuated by reason of the dual jurisdictions, 
even though the two governments clearly indicated their own perspectives, 

The Canadian Constitution of 1867 made the first error, by not 
confining the correctional measures to a single authority, Furthermore, the 
Constitution erred by making an arbitrary and nebulous division of respon
sibilities, For example, it declares that the prisons and reformatories are 
under the authority of the Provinces, while the penitentiaries depend upon 
the Federal authority, Nothing in the Constitution defines what is meant by 
the term «prison », «reformatory» or «penitentiary», 

To clarify the 1867 Act, penitentiaries were subsequently, defined as 
those institutions which take charge of individuals condemned to two years 

1 This figure of 400 is a conservative estimate, At the time of writing, out of 250 
cities and towns in Quebec, only 32 have no municipal police forces, However, a 
large number of municipalities, not included in this figure (and there are about a 
thousand of them) also have municipal police forces, The new police Commission 
will shortly have a more exact figure, 
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of detention or more, and, prisons and refo ' 
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, and a better admInIstration of justice. 
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The Commission believes, moreover, that the Provinces are in a better 
position, by reason of their mandate on educational. matters, to a~~un:e fun 
responsibility for the correction, treatment, re-educatlOn and rehabIhtatlOn of 
offenders. By the constitution, the Provinces have been given the task of the 
administration of justice, and the Federal Government encroaches to SOlT'e 
extent on these frontiers, by invading the field of correction. To the ext( nt 
that the correctional philosophy becomes less punitive, and interests itself 
more in rehabilitation and social re-integration, it is evident that the cohe
rence between the administration of correctional justice, and the provincial 
responsibility in matters of education will be that much greater .. 

Switzerland, a country which has also adopted the federatlVe system, 
has defined the division of responsibilities between the cantons and the 
federal government, in a manner comparable to that of the Canadian 
constitution. However, they have interpreted these responsibilities in an 
entirely different manner. The Swiss Federal Government has .always been 
content to define the criteria for imprisonment and correctlOn, and to· 
consider the cantons, which are responsible for the administration of justice, 
as the logical authorities to establish and direct the correctional instituti?ns. 

None of the Swiss cantons was in a position to construct the many klllds 
of institutions which the Federal Code considered to be necessary, and this 
has resulted in acrreements amongst the cantons, who, on the basis of volun
tary cooperation~ have agreed to erect the different institutions on a joint 
basis. 

Today, the correctional institutions of Switzerland are divided into three 
regions; one of the French language and two of the German language. The 
Swiss government, as such, does not construct any institutions but lea~es 
this responsibility to the cantons. This Commission believes that the CanadIan 
Constitution should be interpreted in a similar manner. 

B - THE CHANGES (55-61) 

55. While waiting for a new interpretation of r~sponsibilities . which ,,:ill 
eliminate some of the problems in Canada's federatIve system, thIs COl~mls
sion believes that Quebec can make radical changes in its own correctlOnal 
methods. 

However, before developing a realistic strategy we should establish and 
evaluate the areas of resistance, some of which will have resulted from 
acquired habits. There is no intention at this point to blame anyone, but 
rather to endeavour to foresee what is in store for the reformer. It must 
also be kept in mind, that no concept or system of another country,. regardl.ess 
of how good it may be, can be adopted by Canada, or Quebec, wI:hout fIrst 
translating it, so that it fits into our own philosophy and way of lIfe. 
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This Commission visualizes the situation from two different aspects : 
on the One ~and, the perspectives of the professionals in matters of justice 
(lawyers, polIce, Crown prosecutors, judges); and on the other the demands 
of public opinion, whether they are made through the medium' of journalists 
or by the citizens themselves. 

I-THE PROFESSIONALS (56-60) 

56. N~ satisfactory reform of our system of administering justice could be 
made WIthout the support of the police force, lawyers and judges. In positive 
terms, an administration of justice based on respect for the fundamental 
rights of the individual, requires, that all the professionals have the same 
faith in the objectives, and agree to coordinate their efforts. 

. It is necessary,. however, to take into consideration acquired rights, and 
habIts developed WIth the passage of time. The courts, for example, up to 
the present,. have been deprived of, the technical services, indispensible in 
the . pr~p.aratlOn of pre-sentenl:.. reports, and staff for adequate surveillance 
of llldlviduals who receive probationary or suspended sentl;nces. To the 
~xtent that these services are created and developed, it will be necessary for 
Judges to be more versatile, and utilize to an increasincr extent the resources 
of human sciences, when pronouncing sentence. b 

This Commission believes that the judges of Quebec should not be 
alone in determining the sentence. It has never been, and never will be 
e~sy to forecast the behaviour of an individual, years in advance. Moreover, 
WIth the development of human science:;, society has come to have a better 
understanding of the need to adapt the treatment to the individual. The 
courts have become aware of this evolution, and are more and more reluctant 
t? hand down sentences on the basis of the meager information still being 
gIven to them. In face of the multiform and unpredictable nature of man 
a dynamic administration of justice must use all the means available t~ 
minimize the danger of irreparable errors. It is this Commission's belief 
that the sentence itself, as opposed to the verdict should not be left to the 
judge alone. It is not reasonable to expect the judges to have a professional 
~o~~etence in psychology, sociology or in medicine, in addition to their 
JundlCal knowledge. It would be much wiser to take advantage of the con
tribution of specialists in human sciences, and, above all, to make radical 
changes in the methods of treating persons under detention. The role of the 
judges, in future, should be, to assume increasing responsibilities for the 
protection of the fundamental rights of the individual. 

As examples : The court should make certain that negotiations, which 
take place at the present time between the lawyer for the defence and the 
Crown prosecutor, are not against the interests of the accused. The court 
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should endeavour to reduce to the minimum the periods of detention before 
the trial. The judges should participate to some extent, in the decisions taken 

with regard to the parole of a prisoner. 

57. The role of lawyers should also undergo certain changes. We sho~ld 
distinguish between the functions of the Crown prosecutor, and those WhICh 
are fulfilled traditionally by the lawyer for the defence. 

In conformity with Canadian jurisprudence, the Crown prosecutor should 
always conduct himself in an objective and unemotional ~anner. Such an 
attitude would be reflected in different ways. It would reqUire the prosecutor 
~o make available to the defence, all the proof gathered against the accused, 
including the list of witnesses whom he intends to call befo~e the cou~t. M~re
over he would conscientiously endeavour to present all eVIdence WhICh mIght 
help'the accused, as well as evidence supporting the accusation.. . 

Neither justice, nor the individual, benefits from the antagomsms wllI~h 
exist. both the Crown prosecutor and the defence lawyer endeavour to WlD 
a cas'e, even though the former as representative of the Minister, should 
limit himself to seeking the truth, and to recommending the best method of 
dealing with the accused. The initiative for a changing attitude shoul.d 
come from the Crown prosecutors, who should be chosen, not only for theIr 
professional competence, but also with the full understanding .t1~at they must 
avoid aggressiveness, and have as their chief concern, detennmmg the truth, 
and the rehabilitation of those found guilty. 

5.8. Quebec's administration of justice suffers, at the present time, fro:n a 
multiplicity of delays, for which lawyers are in grea.t. part. respo~slb~e. 
Certainly, other factors contribute to slow down the adml~lstratlOn of JustIce 
(including lack of official stenographers, the reluctance of Judges to under:ake 
certain cases, delays in serving subpoenaes, etc.) but the lawyers are chIefly 

responsible for postponements. 
In the future, it will be necessary for lawyers, both for the defence, and 

for the Crown, to help eliminate the delays, which seem to happen all ~oo 
easily. Moreover, the Crown and the defence must agree that clandestme 
negotiations which influence the guilty plea put forward, should henceforth 
be carried on with the full knowledge of the Court. A freer exchange of 
information is also needed, so that instead of introducing surprise evidence 
and witnesses as at present, trials will be more expeditious, and more 
oriented towards the protection of both the individual and society. . 

The State should assume responsibilities in matters of legal securIty. 
The Bar will continue to be responsible for the observance. of the code of 
ethics, and for exercising all disciplinary measures affecting their members. 
The Bar should help the State in making available the necessary defendants 

of indigents. 
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59. . Other professionals of the administration of justice system, such as the 
polIce, should also radically change their attitudes. Within the framework 
of the chapter :0 be devoted to the police forces, the police functions in a 
modern state will be defined in greater detail. As of now, this Commission 
rec?mmends, that the police forces increase the cooperation and coordi
natum amongst themselves, to carryon a more effective battle against crime. 

It appears to this Commission, absolutely abnormal and disturbina 
t~at a population of six million people should have more than four hundre"'ci 
dl~eren~ and auton?mous police forces. If the risk of a police state ever 
eXIsted In th~ Pr?VlDCe of Quebec, it is most likely to happen within the 
?ontext of thIS pIecemeal operation, and the resulting improvisation which 
IS often of an arbitrary nature. 

C.riminals do. not recognize geographical boundaries, whether they be of 
cou~tfles or provl11ces, and much less, of municipalities. It is high time we 
realIzed the. necessity of combining and coordinating our police forces. The 
first step WIthout any doubt would be to establish an adequate Province of 
Quebec structure. 

This Comm.ission believes that it is necessary to suspend the require
ment that each CIty and town have its own police force, and insist rather, on 
the. urgency of forming through agreements and joint plans, large, regional 
polIce forces. 

60. At this point, attention must be drawn to the behaviour of the police 
forces confronted with group demonstrations which are now assumina 
unexpected propcrtions. Our law enforcelnent bodies, in the face of publi~ 
dem.onstratio~s, sl~ould not ad.opt as a hard and fast rule, the need to respond 
to VIOlence WIth VIOlence. ThIS Commission is particularly disturbed to have 
found that some police forces have already invested considerable sums of 
money in heavy equipment, and are basing their action programme to a large 
extent on the assumption that all demonstrators are professional agitators 
or are under their control. ' 

The Commission has also been deeply disturbed when police directors 
have issued public statements setting themselves up as critics of the courts 
or as moralists. ' 

In another aspect of police work, the Commission has found that some 
of the accusations made by the public against the police were well-founded. 
Police rudeness, intimidation and even brutality have not entirely disappeared. 
Although considerable progress has been made, the situation is still dis
turbing particularly when it is found that policemen give vague and even 
false testimony. when ~ne of their own members is involved in a complaint. 
Moreover, se.mor p~lIce officers are often reluctant to take disciplinary 
measures agamst the.!r men who have committed abuses. It is realized that 
certain emotional reactions, such as false loyalties and pride, are part of 
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the individual can be freed without cost, against his promise to appear on 
the day fixed for his appearance in court. One of the paradoxes is that the 
percentage of disappearances is lower with this system of a simple promise, 
than with the traditional system of putting up bail. 

The respect for the freedom of citizens, and of accused persons, will 
also require the Minister of Justice to automatically grant priority to trials 
of those individuals who have been kept in detention before their trial. 
The Minister of Justice should scrutinize carefully all postponements recorded 
in the file of such an accused person. Everyone involved, the judge, the 
Minister of Justice, and the Bar, should only permit the most serious motives 
to justify a delay or postponement in hearing these cases. 

2-PRIORITY TO TREATMENT (64) 

64. In establishing a policy for guilty persons, the Minister of Justice should 
take into consideration that it costs much more to punish and imprison, than 
to supervise and rehabilitate; and that, in the face of the ineffectiveness of 
repression and punishment, a policy of treatment would appear to be more 
humane and offer more hope. Such a policy would permit the judge and the 
profer;sionnals in the human sciences, to decide with clear conscience, the 
sentence to be imposed. At the present time, the judges could not place a 
guilty person on probation, even if they had full confidence in the efficiency 
of probation, because such provincial services are almost entirely lacking, 
notwithstanding the extremely worthwhile efforts of private organizations. 

At the same time, the Minister of Justice, through the medium of his 
prison service, should establish a training programme for prison personnel, 
to orient them towards the concept of treament and rehabilitation. Up to 
now, security measures in prisons have been given so absolute a priority, 
that prison personnel consider they have done their work well and thoroughly, 
if they have prevented escapes. It will also be necessary to increase the 
number of specialists serving the prisons. From the economic point of view 
as well as for the reasons already mentioned, the Minister would be justified 
in giving priority to a programme of treatment ill prisons. 

3 - DEFINITION OF ROLES (65-66) 

65. A number of examples have already been given showing how the 
various elements of the administration of justice 011 criminal and penal 
matters tend to overlap to the point, where each endeavours to assume the 
responsibilities of his neighbour. Thus, the police who still have the exclusive 
responsibility to maintai.n order, to make the necessary arrest, and to gather 
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IV - THE PLAN OF REFORM 

67. Having defined the fundamental objectives as well as the strategy of 
reform, the concrete forms that the reform of the criminal and penal justice 
system should take, can now be pinpointed. 

It should be understood that in this introduc:tion to the Commission's 
report it is not intended to elaborate on the details of the changes proposed 
with regard to the Quebec administration of justice, nor to present all the 
elements of the supporting argument. However, this Commission believes 
that the professionals of our system of administering justice and the public, 
should become aware as quickly as possible, of the principles underlying a 
system of justice, oriented towards the objectives established, and adopting 
the priorities recommended by the Commission. A listing of specific sugges
tions should permit the legislative powers, executive and judiciary, to study 
as of now, the orientation of the Commission's Report, and to undertake 
the modernization of our administration of justice on criminal and penal 
matters without delay. 

The first definite step in the way of reform would be a definition of the 
different categories of rights: the rights of citizens, the rights of those 
accused, the rights of those detained, the rights of those condemned. Once 
these rights are defined, it becomes possible to detail the terms of the 
proposed new social action, as an ideal to be attained. This plan of social 
action will have the participation of the judiciary, the members of the Bar, 
the professionals in the fights against crime, and even the public itself. 

A - THE, RESPECT OF RIGHTS (68-72) 

68. In Canada and Quebec, the Declaration of the Rights of Man still 
appears to be a pious affirmation of principles from which no practical 
conclusions have been drawn. Only in the field of labour has there been 
any action, and today there is an affirmation of the illegality of segregation 
in a very definite manner. (RS.Q. 1964 Cll. 142) 
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Citizens unjustly arrested, find it difficult to have any recourse in the 
civil courts. Similarly, no court will intervene in favour of an accused, who 
could have retained his liberty up to the moment of his trial without any 
risk to society. Within tlle prisons, there is no recou~se p.ossible to ~r~soners, 
who because of administrative decisions by the pemtentIary authontIes, are 
placed in solitary confinement, or who are ~r~nsferr~d to institutions of 
maximum security, or who undergo undue wmtmg penods before they are 
informed of a decision of the Parole Board. 

1 - THE RIGHTS OF CITIZENS (69) 

69. As is the case in education and health, justice also should be considered 
one of the fundamental riohts of the citizen. Therefore, it should not be a 
matter of state interventio~, or that the state ask for the intervention of the 
Bar, when an individual appears as an accused person, before the court. 

What is needed is the establishment of a government service of legal 
security which will enable a citizen to have fr~e access to le~al information, 
and to be assured that, in case of need, he wIll always obtam the help of a 
legal advisor. In the past, the state offered free. h~spitalizatio~ ~o the .needy, 
but until the advent of hospitalization, the maJonty of the CItizens h~ed 111 

uncertainty, as nobody knew what the economic impact of .a su~~en .lliness 
would be. The system of scholarships helped to reduce dIS~ar~tIes III the 
economic situation of students, but only by adopting the pnnclple of fr.ee 
schools, has it been possible to progressively reduce the feeling o~ insecunty 
amongst young people, as to their future in the matter of schoolmg. 

A formula of some kind of legal assistance is therefore not an adequate 
answer nor would it show sufficient respect for the rights of citizens, to 
justice.' A legal security service which would provide both legal. advice and 
defence before the courts, is the only logical answer. The creatlOn of such 
a service of legal security constitutes in this Commission's opinion, a ne~essary 
step towards reform of our administratio~ ?f justice. ~oncurrent wIth. the 
creation of a legal security service, the MIl1lster of Justice of the P.rovmce 
of Quebec, should develop, a true and workable Declaratio~ o~ ~he Rights ?f 
Man. In doing so, he should realize the need to set the JudICIal system. 111 

motion in all instances in which rights are disrespected. Such a DeclaratIon 
should also grant the Quebec Ombudsman more extensive powers of sur
veillance, and increased authority to correct wrongs. In a subsequ:nt 
chapter, reference will be made to the extensive po,,:er~ ~f .the Dams!l 
Ombudsman who is considered to have an :ven broader JunsdlctI~n than hIS 
counterpart in Sweden, the first country to mtroduce such a functIon. 
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2 - THE RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED (70) 

70. Any reform in the area of the rights of those entitled to justice, leads 
directly to the rights of those who are under arrest. Careful consideration 
should I)e given to the practical consequences of the theoretical presumption 
of innocence, professed by our judicial system. . 

Imprisonment of an arrested person before his trial is actually a nega
tion of tlle presumption of innocence, and it should be evident that such 
imprisonment is only justified in extremely serious cases. The freeing of an 
accused person should be, or should be reaffirmed, as the rule, while impri
sonment before the trial, should be the exception, subject to many controls. 

In England, as is the situation here, the accused person kept in detention, 
is not supposfd to spend more than eight days behind bars without inter
vention by the court. Consequently every eight days, the English police 
authorities are called upon to prove to the court that it is not possible to 
proceed immediately with the hearing of the case, and, that it would be 
extremely undesirable to give the accused provisional liberty. In Quebec 
this provision of the law exists but should be revived. 

3 - THE RIGHTS OF ACCUSED UNDER DETENTJON (71) 

71. It is not sufficient that the imprisonment of an accused person remains 
the exception. It is also necessary for those who are accused, and are kept 
in prison, to have special rights, one of which is the priority to their trial. 

The prison routine of the accused kept in detention should differ, to a 
marked degree, from the routine of those serving sentences. The prison 
establishments used for detaining accused persons should have different 
perspectives; personnel should be specially trained; more opportunity and 
better facilities should be afforded to have contacts with families and lawyers; 
thought must be given to avoid interruption of employment, if at all possible. 

High standards should be established respecting the rights of the 
accused under detention, to privacy, correspondence, leisure, etc. 

The prison services should establish a training institution which will 
fill a similar role for their personnel, as that which is being undertaken by 
the lnstitute of Police for police officers. 

4 - THE RIGHTS OF PRISONERS (72) 

72. Quebec's administration of justice is the victim of a strange paradox 
in the manner of treating prisoners. While the courts indicate ~heir faith in 
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the individualization of a sentence, the prison system varies little in its 
treatment, from one individual to the other. 

The individualization of the sentence at the present time merely reflects 
the duration of imprisonment. To be fully individualized, the sentence must 
consider placing prisoners in different institutions according to how dangerous 
they are, and also according to the treatment required. 

A declaration of rights should give priority to treatment, rather than 
to that of repression and punishment. It should also be explicit, so that 
prison and penitentiary authorities understand that they are obliged to 
individualize the treatment of the prisoners. 

As the use of the pre-sentence report increases in Quebec, the prison 
and penitentiary authorities will be better informed on the history and record 
of an individual. They should also use the services of specialists to provide 
a more precise evaluation of each of the prisoners, enabling them to vary the 
treatment accordingly. Benefitting from the competencies of specialists, will 
not only help to determine the treatment necessary in each case, but authori
ties of the prison will also be in a position to participate more intelligently 
in the decisions of the Parole Board. 

B - THE NEW SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAMME (73-86) 

73. When the rights of the individual have been carefully defined, the 
Quebec administration of justice could then proceed to elaborate a new 
social action programme in the fight against crime, and the treatment of 
criminals. It would lead to an immediate revision, and constant evaluation 
of the structures and procedures of our system of administering justice. 

A definition of the rights of the individual will result in many changes 
in the Quebec system of administration on criminal and penal matters. An 
integrated social action programme will also envisage the creation of new 
organisms, the rapid development of new services, and the discarding of 
out-of-date formulae. 

By basing the new social action programme on respect for individual 
rights, it is not intended to minimize the fight against crime. This Commission 
believes that the fight against crime can be carried on without the represen
tatives of public order encroaching in any way on the fundamental rights of 
the individual. To cite a number of examples. 

i-SUMMONS AND WARRANT OF ARREST (74) 

74. The Quebec prisons (not including penitentiaries) have a daily popn
lation of approximately 1,900 individuals. Of this number, almost one third 
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are accused ~ersons awaiting trial. Two years ago the average popUlation 
of Quebec pnsons reached a daily total of 2,100 individuals. This decrease 
of 10% was brought about by a decision of the Minister of Justice to 
proceed by way of summonses rather than by warrants of arrest; for certain 
offe~ces. Notwithstanding the insufficiency of statistics on this matter, it is 
possIble to say that reCOurse to summonses has not resulted in any major 
problems to the courts. Individuals are presenting themselves on the date 
set, and the use of this method has not yet been given as a cause of delays 
or postponements. This decision of the Minister of Justice has actually 
reduced by almost 25 % the number of persons detained before their trial 
The reduction of 200 in the number of individuals incarcerated has take~ 
~'lac~ at the I.e vel ~f those accused of offences, and not of those already in 
~n pnson .. ThIS actron by the Minister of Justice is one of the most important 
m the. h.Istory ~f the Quebec system of administering justice, and this 
CommIssIOn belreves that this experiment should be extended to include 
other categories of offences. 

. One of the immediate results, would be a much greater respect for the 
nghts of everyone to his liberty. From an economic point of view it would 
u~doubtedly bring about substantial savings in the administration ~f Quebec 
pnsons. Results such as this show, that the Province of Quebec can have 
an administration of justice, much less impulsive, and, which places greater 
emphasis on individual rights. 

2 - ELIMINATION OF BAIL (75) 

75. A new social action system. should bring about the eady disappearance 
of thos~ arc.haic and unjust pra,:tices, which like the bail system, stress the 
economIC dIfferences between citizens. 

This Commission believes that the courts should refuse bail when the 
interest of SOciety appears to require the incarceration of the accused. In aU 
oth~r case~ every effo~t should be made to release the accused provisionally, 
agamst a Simple promIse to appear at the time set for the trial. 

If it is considered that the complete abolition of bail is too drastic a 
m.easure, the bail s~stem, at least, should be modified in such a way that it 
WIll no l?nger reqUIre the deposit of a sum of money but rather a simple 
un~er~akmg to pay the amount fixed by the court in case of nonappearance. 
ThIS IS the system which prevails at the present time in Eno-land where 
justice is handed down expeditiously, without anyone having to b« buy» his 
freedom. 
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3 - LIBERTY ON PERSONAL RECOGNIZANCE (76) 

76. The Commission should not be considered as idealists fo,:, proposing 
that the majority of the accused, be given provisional liberty before the trial, 
in exchange for a simple promise to appear. 

Experience elsewhere, analogous to the experiment referred to in 
paragraph 74, aU tend to prove the soundness of such a recomme~d~tion. 
However within the framework of reform of the Quebec system, It IS re
commended that such a bail system be developed gradually rather than the 
immediate extensive recourse to provisional liberty merely on a promise. 

4-DEVELOPMENT OF PROBATIONARY MEASURES (77) 

77. In December 1967, the Minister of Justice of the Province of Quebec 
entrusted to the Director of Prisons, the responsibility of the newly created 
probation service. At the time of writing, this new service is barely in 
effective operation, as it includes only six probation supervisors. . 

A probation service should assume a double role: that of prepanng 
the pre-sentence report required by judges, and that of assuring the 
surveillance of individuals who, at the time of their trial, may be entitled to 
probationary measl.!res. There are drawbacks to such a formula, as. the 
probation officer may not be able to decide the priority of these two functIOns. 

The judges would be justified in demanding pre-sentence reports as 
quickly as possible, but the Minister of Justice and the public also require, 
and quite rightly, that individuals who have avoided going to prison by 
reason of an adequate surveillance, should have close and regular contacts 
with probationary officers. 

It should be pointed out that Quebec already has a probation service 
for juvenile delinquents under the authority of the Minister of Family and 
Social Welfaftl. This service functions in a satisfactory manner, although 
the salaries paid are not adequate. This Commission recommends that tllis 
juvenile probationary service be placed under the jurisdiction of the Minister 
of Justice. To make. such a transfer worthwhile, the Minister would be 
called upon to develop the probation services intensively. It is quite likely, 
the Minister would not wish to have this service continue indefinitely as a 
section of the prison service, notwithstanding the outstanding ability of the 
actual Director of the Prison Services. It is desirable to separate these two 
services, although they should both be under the one general direction. 

For the Quebec probation service to attain reasonable proportions, 
and 'J make extensive use of professionals, would require enormous expen
di' i'es. An idea of the magnitude of the task may be had by ccr::;id~ring 

the County of Los Angeles which, for a popUlation of 7.1 million people, 
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has a personnel of 3,800 in its probation services. It would be utopian to 
ho~e that Quebec could m~ke such a financial effort at the present time. 
ThIS, however, should ~ot dIssuade the Minister of Justice from putting into 
effect. an ad~quate serVIce. Further in its report the Commission will indi
cate, ill the light of .Scandinavian ~nd ~etherland experiences, how we might 
adap~ methods :vhICh already eXIst m the formative stage. One thing is 
certam, a probatIOner costs tlle state much less than a prisoner. 

5 - FLEXIBILITY OF FINES 
(78) 

~8. In. th~ Commission's opinion it is inconsistent for Quebec's administra
tlO~ of JustIce system to spend hundreds of dollars for the imprisonment and 
mamtenance of an individual who cannot pay a fine of a few dollars. Even 
though such cases occur less frequently than in the past, it is nevertheless 
t~ue, that such absurdities are a distortion of respect for the fundamental 
nghts of the individual. 

Th~ Commission believes that it is possible to eliminate such abuses 
by makmg some changes in the present method of imposing fines. First of 
all, fines should reflec~ the ability of the individual to pay, more fully than 
they do tod~y. On thIS. point, consideration might be given to the Swedish 
formula, WhICh deals WIth fines on the basis of working day earnings and 
has the effect of reducing, to some extent, the economic differences be~ween 
accused persons. 

. Second, the courts should develop.a formula for imposing fines in 
mstalm~nts, so that the clerks o~ courts will be able to establish the procedures 
to provIde the necessary serVIces. At the time of imposing a sentence in 
monetary terms, the judge should question the accused regarding his ability 
to pay,. and establish with him a programme of payment suited to his 
eConomIC resources. 

Tl~ird: ?uebec's system should be developed so as to make it possible 
for an mdlVldual to pay his fine by working a number of hours, or evenings, 
or weekend~ for the State. In certain cases of drunken driving, it would be 
more ~ffectlVe a~l~ benefici~l if in add!tion to imposing a finc, and possibly 
cancellmg the dnvmg permIt for a penod, the delinquent were sentenced to 
several hours of service in an emergency clinic or in an ambulance. 

By every means possible, imprisonment. which today is the sequel to 
non-payment of a fine, .should bc reduced to the minimum, and even elimi
nated entirely. 

6-ADVANTAGES OF SEPARATING VERDICT AND SENTENCE (79-82) 

79. In updating the correctional philosophy, many elements have been 
borrowed by the Commission from «The New Social Defence» formulated 
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by Judge Marc Ancel of the Supreme Court of Paris. Particular attention is 
drawn to the advantages of separating the verdict and the sentence. 

Many of the reforms attempted in different countries during the last 
decennium have been in the direction of changing the «sentence ». Most 
prison systems provide for an automatic reduction of sentence for good 
conduct. Parole should be added to this, which, according to the country, 
permits the release of a prisoner at certain points in his prison sentence. 

In contrast to the sentence, the verdict itself, up to the present has not 
been given much consideration by reformers. There are a number of reasons 
for this. 

Most of the judiciary systems permit one or more appeals from the 
decision of the court of first instance. Furthermore, it is relatively easy to 
establish, beyond doubt, that an individual has actually committed the 
actions attributed to him, while it is extremely difficult to decide on the 
treatment necessary to rehabilitate the offender, and to predict the psycholog
ical evolution of an individual. 

In short, the verdict, frequently, is a simple acknowledgment of a fact, 
while the choice of sentence implies a kind of forecast of what the behaviour 
of a guilty person will be in several years time. 

80. The Commission has endeavoured to deal with this problem in many 
ways. Different ways of altering the sentence, before it expires, have been 
indicated. It has been recommended that more information be made avail
able to judges with regard to the personality and character of the g~ilt? .part~, 
so as to permit a better prediction for the future, and a better mdlvlduah
zation of the sentence. These are not enough, and it is important to ask, 
as Judge Ancel has done, whether the time has not come for a separation 
between the verdict and the sentence. In this context, the judge, fully aware 
of the law of evidence, and with full knowledge of the rules of law, would 
be responsible for revealing the facts, and establishing guilt. The sentence, 
however would be decided by a team of professionals covering a number 
of the s~cial sciences. In other words, the verdict would still be the respon
sibility of the judge, while the sentence would be handed down with other 
authorities. 

81. The acceptance of this division exposes the reformer to the difficulties 
of the « indeterminate sentence». This Commission has very little sympathy 
for such a formula. 

In effect notwil(lstandincr the results achieved in the State of California, 
where the judges give an ind:lerminate sentence, and leave the res~~nsibili~y 
for fixing the length of the sentence to the correctional authOrIties, thIS 
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?om~issio~ believes that an indeterminate sentence keeps the person under 
aetentlOn, m a state of great insecurity, which is far from helpincr his 
rehabilitation. The court is not always able, by reason of the la;k of 
information, to decide the future of the gUilty person. However, it is 
fundamentally unjust and contrary to the individual's rights, to imprison him 
:vith~ut informing him within a reasonable delay, of the period of his 
ImprISOnment. 

. If the in~eterm~nate .sentence is understood to mean maintaining the 
guilty perso~ l.rrdefi.l1ltely III a state of complete uncertainty regarding the 
len~th of I11s ImprISOnment, such a formula is probably Worse than the 
arbItrary method actually in use. This Commission believes that it is possible 
to ask the courts to establish the guilt, and to decide on a maximum legal 
sentence. Following this, the correctional authorities must, within a period 
of a few weeks, complete their evaluation of the individual, and make 
known the programme they have determined for him. 

82. Many advantages are to be found in the formula of division of verdict 
and sentence, provided we avoid the danger of prisoners being unaware of 
the duration of their sentences, for extended periods. 

The « division» would leave, in the hands of the judges and magis
trates, ~ne .responsi?ility, namely the verdict, which they have traditionally 
dealt WIth III a satisfactory manner. It would transfer the actual decision 
regarding the sentence, to a multi-disciplined team, which is in accordance 
with modern trends. Actually this would place more emphasis on the 
human sciences in the endeavour to assess the future behaviour of an 
individual. 

There are disadvantages in this formula. These are clearly illustrated 
by the paradox from which the present prison system in Holland is suffering. 
In that country, the judges object strongly to prison sentences' so much 
so, that with a popUlation of 12 million people there are fewer than 2,000 
persons in detention, daily. However, although Holland does not believe 
in long prison sentences, there are approximately 1,700 accused persons 
whose guilt has not been established, under detention every day in prisons 
or diagnostic centres. ' 

This can be explained (and that is the paradox) by the extent to which 
Holland utilizes specialists in the social sciences. To be precise, Holland 
makes so much of an effort to know the individual better before decidin cr 

I:> on the sentence, that a large number of individuals are detained for 
four, six or even eight months to give the specialists the time to complete 
their analysis, and to give their diagnosis. 

These experiences help to bring the problem into focus. If the senten
c~s are left to the jurks, the risk is tbat the personality of the guilty person 
WIll not be given sufficient wnsiderat ;')J1. On the other hand, by using a 
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team of persons experienced in social sciences, there. is dan~er .o~ extrem~ly 
long delays before the sentence is handed down, wIth the mdlVldual bemg 
exposed to the possibility of a period of analysis even longer than would be 
the prison sentence. . 

In the Commission's opinion, this in no way nullIfies the advantage of 
the «division ». The system in Holland errs greatly by permitting ~hes.e .long 
enquiries and the extensive probing, into the private life of an mdlV1~ual 
who has not been found guilty. No analysis of the person should. be permltt~d 
to intervene before the court has established the facts and deCIded the gmlt 
of the individual. . . 

Even after the verdict has been given by the court, It wo~ld stIll be 
essential to place time limitations on the specialists in social sCleDce~. The 
specialists should never be permitted to take m?re th~n a sma:l por~IOn of 
the duration of the maximum sentence, to establIsh therr fina: d~a?nOSlS, ~nd 
a programme of treatment. For example, if .a court finds an mdlvldual guilty 
of an offence which carries with it a maXImum sen~e~ce of one year, the 
maximum period of delay for specialists should be lImIted to a few weeks, 
before making the sentence known. . 

What can be hoped for, is the systematic use of the l:uman sCl~nces, 
limited by the legal establishment of the facts, and the g~ilt, a~d Wlt~out 
allowing the psychologist or the psychi~trist, to d~vote 1ll~efi?lte penods 
of time to study a particular record. WhiCh leads thiS CommISSIon to ag~ee 
with the multi-disciplined aspect of the Californian sen~ences, to WhICh 
should be added definite restrictions with regard to the tune taken to es
tablish a programme of treatment. 

7 - IMPRISONMENT AS EXCEPTIONAL MEASURE (83) 

83 Notwithstandincr the objections being made to the use of prison sen
te~ces there can b; no doubt that a number of individu~ls must be put 
behind bars by reason of the right of society to full ~ecur~ty. Nevntheless 
a modern philosophy of social action .requires that Impnsonment should 

t be the same for every category of those condemned. 
no Quebec's prison system must offer sufficient options to those respon
sible for deciding on the sentence, so that the treatment can be as indivi-
dualized, as the sentence itself. . 

In the choice and training of personnel required t? gua:d pnsoners, 
the Minister of Justice should, as of now, take into consIderatIO?, not only 
the ability of the candidates to maintain and respect the reqmrement~ of 
security, but also their ability to establish and develop humane relatIOns 
with the prisoners. 

Aetu~lIy, it will be necessary to distinguish very clearly, between. 
the personnel required for security purposes, and the personnel on whom 
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will rest the responsibility for treatment. However, the Commission re
~ommends that for the prison guards, who are able to take advantage of 
It, a plan should be developed whereby it would be possible for them 
to make a remunerative transition to duties related directly to treatment 
and rehabilitation. 

8-PART-TIME DETENTION 
(84) 

84. Not only is it necessary to diversify the manner of imprisonment so 
that the treatment can be as individualized as the sentence, but it also is 
necessary to create correctional measures which are part-way between full 
release and total imprisonment. 

In many cases, it can be shown that neither the security of society, 
nor tlle well being of the individual requires the gUilty person to be com
pletely cut off from the milieu in which he has lived. Futhermore, short 
sentences just as much as long sentences, mark with an indelible stigma, 
not only the delinquent, but also his family. It may happen that after only 
One or two weeks of detention, the individual will find himself without em
ployment, and incapable of looking after tlle needs of his family. 

In almost all these cases, part-time detention could be utilized. It 
could take different forms. For example, the individual condemned to 
ten days in prison could be allowed to serve his sentence on consecutive 
weekends. The advantages of this method are many. The family of the guilty 
person would not be the responsibility of society; the presence of a num
ber of individuals returning of tlleir own accord to prisons would help to 
improve the atmosphere of the prisons; the attitude of the prison per
sonnel would change rapidly; and the barriers between society and the 
prison milieu would be reduced conSiderably. 

The United States and most of the European countries now have si
milar formulm. The American Huber Plan permits hundreds of condem
ned persons to carryon work in tlle outside world. Belgium has changed 
many sentences of less than fourteen days to part-time detention. Re
search, however, would indicate that it is not desirable to impose on a con
demned person the sacrifice of more than six consecutive weekends. Stran
gely enough if this limit is passed, it is the wife who considers herself to 
be unfairly charged with new family responsibilities. 

9 - TRANSITIONAL MEASURES 
(85-86) 

85. A new social action system will require, as it should, the absolute 
necessity of reintegrating a condemned person into normal society under 
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the best possible conditions. Up to now, society has taken the easy course 
of assuming little responsibility. Quite the contrary: the transgressors are 
considered to be those who have almost an unending debt to pay to society. 
Prevention and rehabilitation are also matters of general indifference. 

With such attitudes the reaction of society to crime can be summa
rized in two words _ arrest and punisbn'ent. At the end of the period 
of imprisonment, the prison doors are opened and the individual has little 
alternative, other than to depend upon himself, to begin a new life. There 
are, however, private organizations such as the John Howard Society and 
the Society of Orientation and Social Rehabilitation which do excellent 
work in trying to help a former prisoner to return to society, and not be
come a recidivist. Unfortunately, their efforts are of a limited nature. 
While society provides some supervision of probationers and parolees, it 
neglects almost entirely those who do not benefit from any reduction of 
sentence. The statistics of most countries indicate that relapses into crime 
take place, most frequently, within the first few weeks following the re
lease of a prisoner. Almost any kind of supervision or support, to make 
the transition from prison to release less oppressive and discouraging, 
would help the individual, and would undoubtedly reduce the rate of re-

cidi vism. 
It is this Commission's recommendation, however, that the Minister 

of Justice attack this problem one step earlier. Actually it is during the 
period of detention itself, that it is possible to help prisoners prepare 
themselves for their release. For example, the majority of prisoners could 
profit, without any danger to society, by a programme of visits to their fam
ilies. Here again this is not a utopian measure, as most of the European 
prison systems, and particularly those of the Scandinavian countries, Bel
gium, and Holland, have adopted and practiced such a policy for many 
years, with excellent results. The Quebec prison system could also include 
a number of «open prisons» similar to those in existence in different 
forms, in some of the American States and in the majority of European 

countries. 
Just as part-time detention is both desirable and possible, in a like 

manner, part-time freedom can be introduced very easily to enable the 
prisoner to gradually achieve fun freedom. Many institutions were visited 
by the Commission, in which prisoners leave their place of detention in 
the morning, to work at their trades or professions, or to follow courses 
in educational institutions, and return to the prison in the evening. The 

results were most impressive. 

86. The Commission is fully conscious that suggestions such as these are 
out of keeping with a system such as Quebec's, where social action against 
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words, the fight against crime, calls for a higher rate of detectio~ and ap
prehension, rather than a consid8rable number of long-term pnson sen
tences. The police should not feel frustrated when the courts and the spe
cialists in social sciences endeavour to give the criminal more humane 

treatment. 
The police are not really in a position to judge :he effectiwness. of 

probationary measures, as they see only the failures, wIthout ever heanng 
of those who have succeeded. Even if nine-tenths of those on parole con
duct themselves honestly, the police, by reason of the part they have to 
play, will always be in contact with the ten percent who break the con-

ditions of their release. 
The work of a policeman, today, calls for extraordinary maturity 

and a rare equilibrium. The fight against crime calls for rapid intervention; 
also patient treatment or the criminal. This Commission wishes to see our 
police endowed with this kind of understanding. 

1_INTERPRETATION OF THE LAW (89) 

89. The fight against crime involves the police forces in a very direct man
ner. It is also of direct concern to the executive authorities. The extent a~d 
nature of police work can vary considerably according. to .w.het~er legIS
lation is interpreted in an archaic or modern manner, as mqUIsitonal or tol
erant. In the case of Quebec, the Commission urges the police to be more 
tolerant in their interpretation of the law. 

2-POLlCE COORDINATION (90-95) 

90. This Commission believes that one of the urgent priorities for govern
ment action is the problem of police coordination. The level of tolera~ce, 
with regard to the fragmentation of the p~lice forces into s~all localIzed 
units, completely lacking in manpower, eqUIpment, and techmques to fight 

crime, has long since been passed. 
One always faces the expressed fear that the co?rdinatio~ and c~n

tralization of police forces in the Province of Quebec will result ill a police 
state. A much greater risk of having arbitrary and dictatorial police for~es 
exists today with more than four hundred absolutely independa~t pO~Ice 
forces, for a population of 6,000,000. The Island of Mon~r~al, WIth thl~ty 
different forces is a tragic example of the danger of mumcipal boundanes 
in the fight ag~inst crime. This piecemeal operation deprives the public of 
adequate protection and profits only the criminal. 
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91. The a.malgamation of police forces is more likely to result in social 
progress WIth a better guarantee of respect for the rights of citizens than 
in a danger to society. ' 

A country, as free as Sweden, has a Police Commission with much 
?reater powers than those given to the recently formed Police Commission 
m Q'1ebec .. In Denmark, all the police today are under a single authority. 
England wI:h a p~pulation of almost 60,000,000 has recently reduced the 
number of ItS police forces from 120 to 50, all subject to supervision by 
the Home Office. There are numerous examples of similar consolidations 
in different American States such as Tennessee, and in other European 
countries, such as France and Holland. 

92. The Quebec situation, with its fragmentation of polices forces is so 
absurd, that it appears inconceivable that it be permitted to continue. It is 
the Commission's intention to deal with this problem in detail in a subse
quent re~ort. The Quebec Government, however, can institute preliminary 
st~ps whIcI:. would eventually lead to a fully coordinated police set-up. 
Flfst, all CItIes and towns with fewer than 10,000 popUlation should not 
be permitted to have their own police forces. The police forces already in 
existence in these municipalities, should temporarily be subject to the au
thority of the Provincial Police, who, as quickly as possible, would institute 
a uniform training programme. This would be the first step in the 
formation of a professional police for~e required in a new social action 
programme. For those who would raise the threat of a police state, it 
should .be noted that Englan~ some time ago, passed a law forbidding any 
area WIth less than 200,000 mhabitants to have its own police force. 

~3. In recommending a temporary take-over of the smaller municipal po
Irce forces by the Provincial Police, the Commission is not proposing the 
formation of a single police force for the Province. 

The municipal authorities should undertake, as soon as possible, the 
setting up of regional police administrations which would exercise the ne
cessary control over the police forces in each region. The Commission re
commends about ten regional police forces for the Province, each respon
sible for its own region, with considerable autonomy, but adoptincr uniform 
methods of training, and under the general control of the Police Co~mission. 

The Provincial Police would act as a coordinator for the setting up 
of the regional administrations and would provide the necessary training 
programme for each regional authority. 

To encourage municipalities to act, the Quebec Government would 
defray part of the cost of the police services in any area which collaborates 
towards amalgamation. This is the method which has been used in Eng-
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land with considerable success by the Home Office. In a realtively short 
time, the recently formed Police Commission should be in a position to 
assume responsibiliy for the training, refresher courses, and improvement, 
of all the police in the Province of Quebec. The only reason for not recom
mending that the entire problem be turned over to the Police Commission 
now, is, that its formation has been so recent, that it has not yet been able 
to fully develop its programme. 

94. Our recommandations visualize different steps in the coordination of 
police forces. The first would be for the Minister of Justice to eliminate, as 
quickly as possible, the smaller police forces, as they are, incapable of pro
fessionalism, operate in an arbitrary ma11Iler on the basis of improvisa
tion, and finally because they are subject, in a rather undue and abnormal 
manner, to the influence of local politics. 

The second step, also calling for action by the Minister of Justice, 
would be to require all policeman, and those aspiring to be policeman, to 
be subject to uniform training and regulations. This is now in process of 
being done, thanks to the Police Commission, and to the Institute now 
being formed. 

The third step would be to organize about ten large regional police 
forces, under the authority of the Quebec Police Commission, from a pro
fessional point of view; and from an administrative point of view, subject 
to the authority of the regional administrations, supported financially by 
the Quebec Government. 

95. This programme of action would give the Province of Quebec police 
force a specific role to play. There is need for a police force with powers 
extending beyond the regional borders, on which the various police forces 
of Quebec can depend, during, and after, the period of coordination. 

Once again attention is drawn to the formula adopted in England. 
Contrary to the popular concept, Scotland Yard is above all a municipal 
police force, with the direct responsibility of looking after Metropolitan 
London. By force of circumstances, Scotland Yard has developed a super 
structure, and a series of specialized services, which are today being used 
by the fifty other police forces of the United Kingdom. The New Scotland 
Yard is both a metropolitan police force, and for certain services a state 

police. 
The Commission believes that this formula has many advantages. By 

deeply rooting the national police force in a given area, specialists are in 
contact with the daily realities, and thus the dangers of a hiatus between 
the national police, and the police forces of the different regions is mini
mized. No antagonism between the New Scotland Yard, considered for ma-
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ny services as the national police, and the recrional police is in evidence 
!he regions, rather seem to consider New S~otland Yard as a «primu~ 
mter par~s» (first among equals), involved in the same problems as the 
other reglOns, but endowed with more efficient and advanced technical 
services. 

In Quebec, the Provincial Police force could very quickly arrive at 
a~alogous results, by taking charge of the entire police activities of a re
giOn, and concurrently developing technical services which would be offer
ed to the different police regions in Quebec. 

The differen.t .regional. administrations for their part, would gradually 
absorb the mUll1~Ipal pol~ce forces, thereby establishing regional police 
forces 0: much hIgh~r calIbre, and would enter into the necessary agree
ments WIth the Provmce of Quebec Police force for the technical services 
which the latter make available. 

3- MASS DEMONSTRATIONS (96-99) 

96. Throughout. the world, mass demonstrations are one of the principal 
~eadaches of polIce forces. What adds to the impact of these demonstrations 
IS th.at they run like a powder train, from one country, and even from one 
cont~nent,. to the other. A race riot in Chicago or Washington, has reper
CUS~l?nS m European Countries. In the same way, the demonstrations of 
PanSIan students in May and June 1968, were echoed in the Province 
of Quebec. . 

This is definit~ly a universal phenomenon, and it is therefore important 
to compare the dIfferent methods used to deal with these mass demon
strations, and to measure, as much as possible, the effectiveness of these 
methods. Up to the present, the major police forces of the Province of 
Queb~c, and .particularly that of the City of Montreal, have adopted the 
Amencan pohcy, and are prepared to respond to force with force. However 
it is evident to any analyst, that the recourse by the police to tear-gas, t~ 
wate~ hoses and to heavy equipment, has resulted in a series of spir"lling 
reactIOns. 

Countries on this side of the Atlantic, are today on the road to in
creased turbulence, between the group demonstrators, and police forces. 

97. With the exception of a few examples of brutal repression in France 
and Italy, it can be said that the European countries show a much greater 
tolerance toward public or student demonstrations, than does Canada. Even 
within the context of tolerance, it is worthwhile paying particular attention 
to the behaviour of the British police. 

At the end of October 1968, thousands of demonstrators descended 
on London without causing the London police to lose their traditional sang 
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froid. The British police are not usuaUy armed, nor were they in this cri
tical situation. They did not resort to water hoses, horses nor to their batons. 

On the night of October 27, at the end of a long day of manifesta
tions and scuffles, the results were quite definitely of a positive nature: 
several dozen arrests were made of individuals who themselves were car
rying offensive weapons; several black eyes for the policemen; univer
sal congratulations on the part of the demonstrators themselves and the 
public, with regard to the manner in which the London police had handled 

themselves. 

98. It is appreciated that England and Quebec do not live in identical con
texts but it would be wrong to simplify matters in reverse, and to conclude 
that 'the British public and police forces form part of a world without any 
relationship to Quebec. It cannot even be concluded, after examining the 
facts, that the London police were favoured by luck. On the contrary, New 
Scotland Yard had foreseen even the most insignificant incidents of the day, 
many weeks in advance. The police had infiltrated into the groups of pro
testers to such an extent, that some of the members of the London po
lice force were part of the organizing committee. On the eve of the de
monstrations, hundred of police kept close. watch on, airports and the rail:.. 
way and bus stations in the London area. They arrested those who arrived 
in the Capital openly armed with offensive weapons. 

The police had been oriented towards prevention from the very ?e
ginning. At the time of the demonstration a large number of :he offenSIve 
weapons, which belonged to the demonstrators, were already 111 .the hands 
of the police. Futhermore, the police knew, thanks to the infiltratIOn, exact
ly what the plans of the demonstrators were. 

All this however was not enough to ensure avoiding an escalation. 
The senior ~olice offiders completed their programme, by forbidding their 
men to have recourse to force. 

The English results notwithstanding the differences between our two 
countries should encourage Quebec's police forces to re-evaluate their me
thods of handling such demonstrations. 

99. In the light of the British experience, and following con~er~ations .with 
the police officers responsible for their strategy, the CommissIon beheves 
it to be necessary and urgent to ask Quebec's police, and the general pu
blic to react in a more unemotional manner to public demonstrations. 

, For example, the police directors in the Provinr.e should not ask the 
political authorities, publicly, to forbid certain demonstrations. New S~ot
land Yard believes that the role of the policeman in public demonstratIOns 
should be that of protecting the right of a citizen to demonstrate, rather 
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than to persecute him. The directors of London police, moreover, believe 
that there is considerable danger of needless provocation on the part of the 
police, by threatening the demonstrators with brutal repression. 

The British strategy is in accord with the conclusions reached by the 
American Commission of Enquiry dealing with racial incidents. That Com
mission in its report presented in the spring of 1968, severly blamed (al
though in a somewhat different context) the police forces which had pro
cured heavy equipment, to be in a position as they stated publicly, to reply 
to force with force. 

The Commission intends to make a specific report which will indicate 
how police work should be integrated with a new social action programme. 

D - THE ROLE. OF LAWYERS (100) 

100. In America, the trial has become by force of circumstances a spec
tacle in which two practitioners of law engage too often in a battle fraught 
with surprise witnesses, and lasL minute evidence. It frequently results in 
delays in the administration of justice, and a denial of justice to the accused. 
If it were possible to initiate and develop an enlightened cooperation bet
ween the Crown and the defence, it would be relatively easy to establish 
the charges against the accused, and to determine the necessary treatment. 

The Minister of Justice has the immediate responsibility of requiring 
the permanent Crown prosecutors t~ make available to the defence law
yers, all the proof against the accused which tlley have been able to gather, 
and the list of witnesses they intend to call. This collaboration of the Crown 
should go so far as to make available to all the defence lawyers, the facts 
established by the police. The lawyer for the defence should ,,11'0 be able to 
have the police make any supplementary investigations which he thinks ne
cessary on behalf of the accused. 

In Denmark, defence lawyers have informed the Commission mem
bers that they are completely satisfied with the cooperation of the police 
and the representatives of the State. This cooperation of the police is of 
such a nature that defence lawyers have even renounced engaging their own 
investigators, certain they can always count on the police for further en
quiries. We are undoubtedly far from such an ideal, but we believe that 
specific instructions from the Ministcr of Justice to his permanent prosecu
tors could mark the first major step in developing better relations between 
the Crown and the defence. 

One of the worst evils from which Quebec's judicial system suffers, is 
the number of delays and postponements which frequently, unduly prolong 
the period of imprisonment, of an accused person. 
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Looking at the problem objectively, the Commission does not think 
that the Bar has up to the present time, used all the initiative and imagina
tion necessary to persuade lawyers, of the need to protect the rights of ci-
tizens, by keeping postponements to the minimum. " 

It would certainly be utopian to hope that postponements in the course 
of a trial could disappear entirely. However, it is in the interest of the pub
lic and of those citizens who find themselves involved, that the Bar de
mand and even take the necessary measures to have lawyers speed up the 
administration of justice. 

In the absence of a tariff of rates for the professional work done by 
the criminal lawyer, it is also important that the Bar encourage its mem
bers, who up to the present have generously supported the legal aid system, 
to always respect the criteria of common sense. 

E - THE ROLE OF THE MAGISTRATURE (101-104) 

101. In recommending improvements in tlle administration of justice on cri
minal and penal matters the Commission has endeavoured to keep in mind, 
the need to fully preserve the freedom and independence of the magistrature. 

The Crmmission rejects the practice adopted by a number of the Ame
rican State';, to submit judges to an election by popular vote. 

The idea that judges should remain on the bench for a limited period 
has also been rejected. The Commission believes that a society could not 
draw on tlIe best elements of the legal profession for its judges, unless it 
could guarantee a truly judicial career. 

1 - PROTECTION OF INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS (102) 

102. Although the independence of the judicial power has been stressed, 
the Commission has recommended a division between tlIe verdict a~~!f.~..sIfI 
sentence. ____ ~~4 ... 

In other words, it is hoped that the judicial sentence will not be the de
cision, sometimes improvised, of a judge alone, but rather a decision in 
which members of the human sciences will participate. 

FUl:ther in this report it is also intended to deal with the need to have 
the public participate more directly in the administration of justice, and 
even in the rendering of verdicts. 

Decisions taken by the penal administration should have the careful 
scrutiny of the courts; and paroles should not be removed entirely from 
the judicial deci~ion. For example, it should not be possible to revoke a 
parole, without permitting the individual the right of appeal to a court. 
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. ~t is hop.ed that the judicial power will examine more closely, the ne
gotiatIOns wInch take place between the prosecution and the defence re
garding the .c~~rge to whicb an accused person pleads guilty. It should be 
the responsIbIlIty of the court to make certain that the accused knows 
exactly what he is admitting when he pleads guilty. It is also important that 
the courts examine the actions of police forces, to make certain that an 
accused person benefits, without any delay, from a legal security service. 

. In short, at the level of the sentence and treatment, even though the 
socIal sciences should carry increased responsibilities, the court should al
ways be available to the accused, and to the condemned, to review the 
decisions of administrative .authorities, and to assure full respect for the 
rights of individuals. 

/J:l 

2"~ TRAINING AND NOMINATION (103) 

~03. It is an understatement to say that there is ambiguity in Quebec's prac
tIces and customs Witll regard to the training and nomination of judges. 
The university training is deficient on matters pertaining to the administra
tion of justice on criminal and penal matters, and the number of criminal 
lawyers are so few that it is often necessary to appoint lawyers who have 
experience only in ~ivil .matters, to courts of crim~nal jurisdiction. Finall~, •••. 
the method of selectmg Judges does not offer suffiCIent guarantees of ability 
and competency. 

The spectacular increase in the number of criminal case precludes 
any hope of rapid improvement in the situation. It is difficult, and will be
come even more so, to recruit a sufficient number of competent judges. For 
t?e~e and other reasons, this Commission believes that it is necessary to 
hmIt recourse to juridicial skills to the highest echelons of the judicial 
system. 

Human resources are used poorly when highly skilled judges arc: re
qu~red to hear routine cases, particularly those relating to traffic infractions, 
wIuch any layman of good judgment could handle. By this misuse, .not 
only does the community deprive Hself of the professional juridical skills 
whi~h are indispensible at the level of appeals, but bottlenecks and delays, so 
detrImental to the administration of justice, are created. 

By lirrl::ing the use of competent professional judges to the higher courts, 
provision could be made very easily to provide for more adequate training and 
a better selection. As the number of positions reserved to jurists would be 
fewer, the public could be more demanding with respect to the method of 
nomination, and it would be possible to be more generous with regard to the 
levels of remuneration. 
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It is the Commission's intention to propose a new method for the selec
tion of judges in a subsequent report. 

3 - INTEGRATION OF THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM (104) 

104. Quebec's judicial system includes such a variety of levels and jurisdic
tions that it results in many disadvantages and drawbacks. 

By reason of the overlapping of certain jurisdictions, such as the Muni
cipal Court and the Court of Sessions of the Peace, it is possible, today, for a 
police force or the Crown to chose the court before which cases will be heard. 
There is also a deep void between the Social Welfare Court, and other courts 
which are called upon to make decisions involving the family. 

Instead of suggesting the creation of new autonomous jurisdictions, the 
Commission is recommending the integration of the judicial system into a 
more unified and coherent ensemble. Undoubtedly, certain factors require 
special attention, but a judicial system is required which would merge all 
the different sections under one guidance, rather than maintain or increase 
the present fragmentation. 

F - PARTICIPATION O}' THE PUBLIC (105-107) 

105. Up to the present, the Quebec public has remained somewhat indifferent 
to the administration of justice. If one excepts the foster homes which have 
traditionally filled an important role in the work of the Social Welfare Courts, 
and if the helpful role played by certain private organizations such as the John 
Howard Society and the Society of the Orientation and Social Rehabilitation 
are also excluded, we realize that the Quebec public has never been directly 
involved in the administration of justice or the rehabilitation of the guilty. In 
the Commission's opinion, this non-participation is one of the factors keeping 
Quebec out of the process of evolution taking place in most of the modern 
European countries. 

1 - PROBATION (106) 

106. Sweden, Denmark and Holland profit tremendously by the participation 
of the public in all probationary measures. For example, the Swedish cor
rectional system has fewer than 200 professional probation officers, as 
against almost 9,000 voluntary workers who only receive a nominal remun-

. ---eration. For all practical purposes, each voluntary worker is only involved 
on a part-time basis, and looks after two or three probationers, at most; 
whitlh means that the public is responsible for nearly 22,000 individuals who 
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are not serving their sentence in prison. Each of the 200 professionals, who 
are fulltime probation officers, supervises the work of approximately 50 
citizens involved in the application of probationary measures. Denmark and 
Holland have almost the same system. Quebec, with the need to develop 
probationary measures more rapidly, and also by reason of the insufficiency 
of economic resources available for such services, should orient itself in 
this direction, at least temporarily. 

The implications, of such a policy or plan of social action, are many. 
It is desirable to give a probationer, a supervisor from his own milieu, and 
able to speak his own language. The state would be called ullon to make 
available much smaller sums of money, than if professionals were used 
extensively. Finally, the European systems which have utilized volunteer 
supervisors in a systematic manner, have found it much less difficult than 
Quebec to reintegrate transgressors, into a normal society. Actually, when 
thousands of citizens have participated in the supervision and the rehabili
tation of condemned persons, there is a greater understanding on the part 
of the public, making it easier for the individual who is rehabilitated to find 
employment. 

This system is even better suited to Quebec, as there are a variety of 
intermediate organizations ready to undertake this work. Most of Quebec's 
welfare federations r ~tually have a diocesan social service, deeply rooted in 
the different regions. If they were to be given this responsibility, a worthwhile 
probation service, over the entire Province, could be developed rapidly. 

2 - MAGISTRATES (107) 

107. For the same reasons as for probation, the judicial system should in the 
Commission's opinion, have greater participation by citizens. There are tre
mendous advantages in the English system, which confides to 17,000 lay 
magistrates the hearing of 98 % of the criminal and penal cases. In 1967, 
the lay magistrates in Britain dealt with 1,250,000 cases with only 6,000 
appeals. Of these appeals, only 18 resulted in a reversal of the first decision. 

The advantages are many. First, the delays in the judicial system are 
reduced considerably, because it is relatively easy to recruit more volunteers 
during the peak periods. Second, as in the case of probation, a greater 
understanding and tolerance can be developed on the part of the public, and 
thus the difficulties encountered by the criminal are reduced when he is on 
the road to rehabilitation. And finally, the financial burden is reduced, while, 
at the same time the juridical competency of the courts of appeal, composed 
of full-time judges, is improved . 

The English lower courts adopt the collegial principle, each court 
having three lay magistrates. In addition, each of these courts has the 
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full-time service of a Secretary-Clerk, who is legally qualified. This legal 
secretary acts as advisor to the court, and records all the proceedings. 

Within the framework of the report which the Commission intends 
devoting to the judicial system, details will be provided as to how Quebec 
can borrow, with profit, from the English system. As of now, it is suggested 
that the Social Welfare Court take advantage of the services of citizens, by 
utilizing assistant lay magistrates. 
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CONCLUSION 

108. During the succeeding months, the Commission will publish a series 
of reports which will be closely related to this general philosophy. All of 
them will emphasize the respect of the fundamental rights of the individual 
and will propose specific programmes of action for the different areas 
related to the administration of justice on criminal and penal matters. 

Drawing from the general orientation as recommended in this intro
duction, the reports will deal with crime, the principal aspects of crime, 
organized crime, juvenile delinquency, the.,police forces, the judicial power, 
the lawyer, legal security, effective application of the laws, preventive and 
correctional measures, post penal treatment, research, and the responsi-
bilities of the citizen and society. _." • 

Montreal, December 20, 1968. 

\~o,Q 
Commissioner 

p~ 1~-, -f fo/~ie 
Secretary Commissioner 
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